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ABSTRACT 

An Investigation by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of 

the Jahn-Teller Effect in LlNbO^iCu^"*" 

by 

George Gordon Setser 

EPR spectra for copper doped single crystals of 

LiNbO^ have been studied at temperatures from 1,3K to 

133K. Copper, a 3d^ ion configuration, substitutes for 

one of the cations (site symmetry of C3) as Cu^+. As a 

result of coupling to lattice vibrations, the ground 

manifold consists of a doubly degenerate vibronic ground 

state and a nearby singlet. An affective Hamiltonian that 

Includes the strain, Zeeman, and hyperflne interactions 

is formulated for ground manifolds of* l) doubly degenerate 

ground state, 2) doubly degenerate ground state with a 

singlet nearby, and 3) an accidentally degenerate triplet 

composed of a doublet and singlet. Further, an effective 

Hamiltonian (call it Hamiltonian number 4) for defect 

association is also formulated. 

The eigenvalue problems for these four effective 

Hamiltonians are solved using perturbation techniques and 

their predictions are compared to the EPR spectra. Because 

of the observed line intensities the spectra appears to fit 

most closely case 2), the so-called intermediate Jahn- 

Teller effect. High frequency EPR spectra must be obtained 

before Hamiltonians 3) and 4) can be entirely rulled out. 



Particular attention is given to the theoretical 

predictions of Hamiltonian 1) (the dynamic Jahn-Teller 

effective Hamiltonian) in which new spectral possibilities 

are presented. These new anisotropy features are shown to 

be a generalization of previous analyses. 
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I. Introduction 

The Jahn-Teller theorem(*3) is stated as follows(31 )* 

"If a molecule or crystalline defect has orbital electronic 

degeneracy when the nuclei are In a symmetrical configuration 

then the molecule or defect Is unstable with respect to at 

least one asymmetric displacement of the nuclei which lifts 

the degeneracy. The only exception to this rule is the 

linear molecule." 

To date two distinct types of Jahn-Teller effects 

have been discussed theoretically and experimentally 

observed. They are« 1) the static Jahn-Teller effect where 

the vibrational-electronic (vlbronic) coupling is 

strong^^» ^6» 4?) and 2) the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect 

where the vlbronic coupling is weak(35-^0). In addition 

Chase<39) and Boatner et al.^0) have reported on EPB 

spectra that appear to have a vlbronic coupling Intermediate 

between the limits of strong and weak coupling, (^2) But, at 

the present, no complete theoretical and experimental 

analysis of the Intermediate Jahn-Teller effect has been 

given. 

This thesis presents a study of the weak. Interme¬ 

diate, and strong coupling theories and suggests a crystal 

system which may demonstrate the intermediate Jahn-Teller 

effect. Further, a study of dynamic Jahn-Teller spectra 

having characteristics normally associated with the static 

Jahn-Teller effect is presented. 
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Chapter II developes the basic theory for formulating 

an effective Hamiltonian and Chapter III analyzes the 

vibronlc coupling problem in the static and dynamic 

Jahn-Teller limits. Chapter IV developes the dynamic 

Jahn-Teller spectra that results from large anisotropy 

coupling parameters. Chapter V concludes the theoretical 

discussions by analyzing the intermediate Jahn-Teller 

effect. Chapter VI describes the apparatus used in 

collecting the data for LiNbO^tCu^* and this data is 

analyzed in Chapter VII. 



3. 
II, Effective Hamiltonian Methods 

A, Introduction 

Paramagnetic resonance experiments are primarily 

concerned with the investigations of the lowest group of 

energy levels of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal field. 

The "spin Hamiltonian" description^"3» 9-11) derived by 

perturbation theory for orbital singlets gives a rather 

simple description by formulating an operator (a polynomial 

of the spin angular momentum operators Sz and S+ = Sx + iSy) 

whose eigenvalues are the energies of the observed levels, 

and whose eigenfunctions are linear functions of the 

fictitious spin eigenfunctions. The number of eigen¬ 

functions is 2S + 1 and is normally equal to the number of 

energy levels in the lowest group. 

A group theoretical approach consists of finding 

matrix representations for the basis state operators that 

transform irreducibly under a given group.^5) The Hamil¬ 

tonian is found by combining the basis state operators with 

the remaining perturbation terms to form an invariant. 

This approach is especially useful in deriving an 

"effective Hamiltonian"^”8* in which the ground manifold 

may consist of orbital or vibronic operators as well as 

spin operators. Although the spin Hamiltonian formulation 

can be used when the ground manifold is not entirely the 

result of spin degeneracies, the effective Hamiltonian 

formulation is more representative of the physical situation. 



The references contain a partial list of 

text books and published papers pertaining to the theory 

behind the spin Hamiltonian and the effective Hamiltonian 

formulations. This chapter developes the form of the 

effective Hamiltonian for orbital doublets in 0h symmetry. 



5. 
B. Group Theory Methods 

When the symmetry of an ion and its surroundings is 

reduced, it is possible that formerly-degenerate levels will 

be split into two or more levels. Table I(8) shows the split¬ 

tings for various ionic states when the symmetry is reduced 

from spherical to 0, Table II^ shows the futher splittings 

that may occur when the 0 symmetry is lowered. For a Cu^+ ion 

the electronic configuration is [Ar] 3d^ (or [Zn] with one 3d 

hole) which gives a orbital ground state. According to 

Table I this quintuplet splits under 0 symmetry into a 

(Eg)^*5) doublet and a 7^ (Tgg) triplet. The basis functions 

for Ç*are 3z2 - i2 and ^(x^ - y^) while those for 7/ are xy, 

yz, zx. From crystal field theory the splitting between Tj* 

and ly* is conventionally called A or lODq and is of the order 

of 10^ cm”1^ with Ij* lowest for Cu2+ in a 6-fold coordinated 

site. The fact that a is lower than a !}• can be seen from 

Figure 1 considering a d^ electron configuration as a d* hole 

configuration. For consider a hole (e+) in one of the d orbi¬ 

tals situated within a regular octahedron of negatively 

charged (oxygen) atoms. The functions d , cL._, and d__ are 
xy 

identical apart from the permutation of axes and, therefore, 

have the same energy in a octahedral crystal field (same 

coulomb energy). On the other hand the functions d^z2 _ jZ 

and <1^2 _ y2 will have a lower energy because the hole (e+) 

will spend more time nearer the negatively charged octahedra. 

It is not obvious from Figure 1 that d3z2 - and <1^2 _ y2 



have the save energy but group theory indicates that 

they must be equal. 

Koster^»8) has shown that the only operators 

which need be considered in formulating the effective 

Hamiltonian are those which transform like irreducible 

representations contained within the direct product of 

the representations of the basis functions of,the states 

being described. Further, the number of independent 

operators with the same transformation properties is just 

the number of times that irreducible representation is 

contained in the direct product. Since the basis states 

for the ground state of Cu2+ in a 6-fold coordinated cubic 

site correspond to Ta , we have from Table IV rj ® V9 ~ 

1]* * 11* t Vf • Therefore any tensor operator considered 

in the formulation of the Hamiltonian must be composed of 

linear combinations of the four basic operators ê, 

lié/ and Ue which transform like the irreducible repre¬ 

sentations r,*f rt* and the ^ 6 components of T3*, 

respectively. $ transforms as a scalar, R* transforms 

as xyz ; and the U^, partners transform as 3 2X - r* 

and respectively, where x, y, z are the 

cubic (fourfold) axes. 

To find the matrix representations of these four 

operators, &i, M-e, and 6C€ , one uses the coupling 

coefficients from Tables V and VI. Demanding that the 

operators also be hermltlan give the results 
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TABLE I, Full rotatl 

the group 0 
group compatability table for 

0* 7 n 

$ Tv 
7j+7V 

D,4 
*7 
A 

*rr 
oi 7a "* Ty + TJj- 71 - 7, *7, 
D{ 7*i + rj -*rv-*7J. 74 ■*17V 
*>* 7j * ^7y *7^- < 71 + r^*Tg 
oi 7*.+n +T» 4fi,+2T* _21_1 T-r,*zr„ _ 

TABLE II. Compatibility table 

O r, 7i n 73 Tr Tk r7 T* 

r r, r, A* A A A A A n*T7 

«V A A A* A W r<*Tf A V7 P* 

D3 r, 7* T» A*A T,*T3 A 7V 7HiTs^ 

S r, Tx T,+A WH W, 7M W VS-'V* 
C3 n T, A* 7, T,iTsA Wh Ti*Tr T*#F T„*Tg*zTt 

A A T,tTx T,+ lTi iV,iVx T)->TH A+A 
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TABLE III. Cubic harmonic for a D term. 

r«- (0* 
si“5 0 sia

 ^=0 ? ^ 

r*-* - (0* si"! 0 cos 2# ” (0* ?(i! _ & 

/15\* • * n • 
I —J sin 0 cos 0 sin 1 y * 

15\* . „ „ 
sm 0 cos 0 cos 

^ - (0‘ » (0 ? (2j! " * “ * 

(pi — ± 2) 

(m — dr 2) 

(m — ± 1) 

(nt = dr 1) 

(/» = 0) 

Figure 1. The orientation dependences of 3d charge clouds 
in the forms appropriate for an octahedral en¬ 
vironment. Each of these figures represents a 
surface such that the length of the radius vector 
from the origin to any point on the surface is 
proportional to the magnitude of Yl - (0(0) §W)* 
in that direction. The wave functions have the 
symmetries indicated by the functions of x, y, and z. 



9. 

(B.l.a) j » l&X&l ■* le><et s (a 

(JLZ * Ul*X6l- «J 
Ue = -/©><©/■* /exei « ^ 

U6 -c lexei + le><ei~ 

(B.l.b) 

(B.l.c) 

(B.l.d) 

Since each term of the Hamiltonian must be an 

Invariant (e.g. transform like the totally symmetric 

representation, V* ) one finds from the multiplication 

table(Table IV) that and are Invariant If 

j1, and f* transform as JJ* and 7** respectively. From 

Table V one finds that $6Ue will be a If j© 

and Jg transform like the partners of r^+. In total, 

therefore 

H = V + ■» (*.«,♦ J{ «0 
Is an Invariant. The usual Interactions considered Involve 

il . 
combinations of components of the strain e (the symmetric 

product of )t electronic spin S ( J^+), nuclear spin 

1(7^), and magnetic field H ( V¥ ) coupled to the four 

orbital operators. In addition If one must consider the 

effect of nearest neighbor vibrations, the Hamiltonian will 

also Include the vibrational modes, Qj, composed of those 

normal modes which transform as [1J* & lJ*Jsymmetrlc^^ 

coupled to the four orbital operators. The 7J+ Is the 

electronic ground state after invoking the crystal field 

splitting which for the case of orbital doublets is a îÇ • 
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TABLE V . Coupling coefficients for functions which 
transform like the components of the E( V3) 
irreducible representation of the point 
group o(8). 

3 3 
U1 V1 

3 3 
U1 V2 

3 3 
U2 V1 

3 3 
U2 V2 

Ai <rii 
l 

.1 

V2 
0 0 

1 

42 

A0 (r_) 0 
1 1 

0 
2 2 

" 42 

E
(9)

 (re
3: 

1 

~ J2 
0 0 

1 

42 

E
(c) (r 3) 0 

1 1 
0 ' C 42 

TABLE VI. Coupling coefficients for functions which 
transform like the components of the A2(Tt ) 
and Ef^) irreducible representations of the 
point group o(8)t 

3 
U2V1 U2V23 

E(e) (re
3) 0 1 

E(e) (r 3} 
G -1 0 



The entire Hamiltonian must be Hermitian and invariant 

under all the symmetry operations of 0 including time 

reversal. 



13. 
III. Ions with an ndA or nd.9 Configuration 

In 6-fold Coordination 

A, Vlbronlc Coupling 

For a cubic complex of the form ABg one needs to 

describe the positions of the atoms, B, by means of normal 

coordinates which transform according to the Irreducible 

representations of the octahedral group. To first order 

the vibrational modes of the 6 nearest nuclei that will 

couple to the electronic states ^3) will transform like 

® *3 1 symmetric * ^ 4 Jj*• These vibrational modes 

are summarized In Table VII and Figure 2^**’). 

The mode associated with ^7 will not produce any 

splittings of the states and so will be Ignored. The 

states for the Tj* vibrational modes (Q9and Qe ) will 

combine with the electronic states to give new states 

called vlbronlc(2?). Expanding the vlbronlc Interaction In 

a Taylor series In Qe and Q6 and using the coupling 

coefficients of Tables V and VI yields the various terms 

shown below. The notation Çe) Implies that and 

Qg transform as the partners of /J*. 

0th oraer 

JJ ( constzfitt) 
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TABLE VII 

Even modes of distortion for an octahedron of six 

ions classified by the irreducible representation of the 

symmetric group of the cube to which they belong. 

r,+ : <?, = £ u,-xy * yz ~Y£ *Z3 

Tj :
 <?e = jjf (2 z3 ~ +Xy - y2 

<?« * i (x, - 
(The ions numbered 1 through 6 have as their undis¬ 

torted positions, respectively» (R,0,0), (0,R,0), (0,0,R), 

(-R,0,0), (0,-R,0), (0,0,-R), The displacement of the i**1 

(14) 
ion is denoted by XA, Y^, Z^.) 

2 

\ 

\ 

I 

Ai 
\i 

r’ 
4 

H 
~&or' 

\ 
sy 

? 
i 
i 

\ h 

I 

<*6 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the distortion modes 
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ls^ order 

ç(«?e,Qt) ® ZCooKstwt) = r3 C 

2nd order 

= £(<?*<; * /aw* , *<?* 4>6; 

3rd order 

r3 (Qe, <?*)<& ® £(<?•; <?«) 

= f r%io)*T3l$-$, z<pa<pj 

= £(<?e0?2-><?e*lQjS£*Qfl *T3(O) * 7](<?el39* -<?«j) 

+ ~Q]) * Qel‘•life 

= r,(?et3«e -<?è V + * (<?. t3«£ '<?« ^ ♦ ftV* flE0 

From Equation (II.B.2) there results for the vlbronlc 

Hamiltonian 

Mv* e.t-v,l<tsu.*<ftut) * iftC 
(A.l) 

* + . Vj[<?eO<?£ -4g>}<? 

+ vvte*(£-*£)Ue «i; «J 
Consider now only the first three terms in Jfv. 

This includes» ^ $ , the energy of the degenerate 

electronic state In the symmetrical configuration; 
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V, , the linear coupling between the electronic 
and vibronic states* and \ the lattice elastic 

energy for the two modes. 

To solve the Hamiltonian 6pik and Pryce^2^ make the 

following substitutions 

çe = p coi© (A. 2. a ) 

<5* s £si«© (A.2.b) 

such that 

e » •* (A.3) 

and 

© = ta/v"' (A.4) 

The determinant resulting from the eigenvalue problem Is 

E* * i £ f* - V, ç>c<?s0 * S Vf p 
= o 

V, p -»V;pco4© -£ 

which has eigenvalues of 

E* = e. t V,ç * ± & ç* (A.5) 

and the matching eigenstates are 

lf> zx s:*flô> + cojfi6> (A.6.a) 

|-> =S COJ | /6> (A.6.b) 
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E~ is a double-valued potential surface on which the 

nearest neighbor nuclei move. This surface, referred to 

as the “Mexican Hat“, is illustrated in Figure 3» It is 

simply the surface generated by rotating the parabola of 

Equation (A.5) about the o axis. We see that E* is 

Independent of & and has a minimum value given by 

E,T 
3 E. ' H*.y ' V'V2 ft (A.7) 

at the position 

e a iv,i/ft (A.8) 

If > 0 the electronic wave function is given by h> 

for the lower branch and by J+> for the upper branch. 

For < 0, h> and lt> are Interchanged. is positive 

for a hole (as in Cu^+) and negative for an electron. If 

the Jahn-Teller energy, EJT, is much larger than the 

zero-point vibrational energy of the mode, then the nuclear 

motion is confined at low temperatures to the lower portion 

of the potential energy surface(17»18)# 
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B 

Figure 3. Potential energy surfaces as a result of a 
»i ) 

linear Jahn-Teller distortion'7. 
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B. The Static Jahn-Teller Effect 

Let us now include in our vibronlc Hamiltonian the 

enharmonic terms previously neglected, e.g. 

Because of the effect that these terms have on the Mexican 

Hat they will be called the "warping" terms. Again using 

the transformations of Equations (A.2) the Hamiltonian 

becomes 

V + V3fcos3&)* (V, f> c a* © ~ V*.(>lcos2e) CV,f5iVa+VjCN26W 

^Cv,f aye * vxfst*&) U. + 

which gives eigenvalues of 

E4 =■ + -AVlVi.f
,ces30 t (B.l) 

The bottom of the lower energy surface trough shown 

in Figure 3 is now warped, with a period of (see 

Figure 4). Thus, there are three potential wells, 

corresponding to distortions along the x, y, and z 

directions, separated by saddle points. The height of the 

saddle points depends on the strengths of the enharmonic or 

warping terms. The three configurations of stable 

equilibrium correspond to ©ao, ^ and ^ (shown in 

Figure 5 (LiehrJ^^) or , if , and depending on 
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Figure 4, Contour map of the energy E when anharmonic 
terms are included. The minima are at 

. and tS, (see Figure 5). 
3 3 
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the signs of V2 and and the relative Importance of 

these two termsAs shown In Figure 5 the @ 9 

, and ^ ( <Qe > O) corresponds to having the nearest 
P 

neighbors elongated along z, xt and y (and symmetrically 

contracted In the perpendicular plane)» while the set with 

O a 2T, 2T , and < O) corresponds to a contraction 

along the y, z» and x axes respectively (see Appendix A 

for a discussion of Figure 5)» Whether Q9> O or 

Is the stable configuration depends on the type of 

bonding between the defect and its surroundings. Several 

authors have addressed this problem^9-25). if the saddle 

points are sufficiently high such that overlap between the 

three wave functions can be neglected, the static Jahn- 

Teller effect for the doublet will correspond to three 

stable configurations at the bottom of these wells. 
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C. The Dynamic Jahn-Teller Effect 

In the limit of weak vibrational coupling the 

higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion of the 

vibrational potential (the anharmonic or warping terms) 

are assumed negligible. According to Figure 3 (the Mexican 

Hat) there is an infinite set of stable configurations and 

inclusion of the kinetic energy of the lattice ions in the 

Hamiltonian should result in motion around the trough. 

Assuming that the zero-point vibrational motion of 

the neighboring nuclei is more important than the warping 

terms but not so great as to break-down the Born- 

Oppenheimer approximation the vibronic Hamiltonian is 

and Pe, Pf are the momentum operators conjugate to Qe, Qft. 

Also included is the angular frequency appropriate to 

the , Q# mode of vibration given by Jt9 in the absence of 

Jahn-Teller coupling» and /A. IS the effective mass 

appropriate to this mode. The force constant k from 

Equation (A.5) is replaced by j*eo* so that the Jahn-Teller 

energy is expressed as 

Hv = K 9 + V.IQ.U. ■* u,] (c.l) 

where 

(C.2) 

£JT 3 c^a* (C.3) 
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(oi ) 

As pointed out by Hamwx' 

"At all values of the coupling coefficient V^, the 

ground state is a vibronic doublet belonging to 

73(E), while the first excited state is another 

doublet belonging to A^ and Ag —. Thus —— the 

twofold degeneracy of the vibronic ground state 

(which becomes a fourfold degeneracy when we include 

spin S = is not lifted by the Jahn-Teller 

coupling. Neither is it lifted when the warping 

terms — are introduced, since no Hamiltonian of 

cubic symmetry can lead to a splitting of any 

degenerate level belonging to a single Irreducible 

representation of the cubic group." 

Since the two vibrational modes transform as the partners 

of J3 and the electronic state is a 7* doublet the 

vibronic states will be composed of doublets and singlets 

(e.g. ® 3 ■* Tj*), The ordering of these 

states can only be determined by calculating the splittings 

for various strengths of the couplings^31), 

With no warping terms (weak coupling) the two lowest 

states consist of two doublets, a ground state and 

accidentally degenerate excited states T* and Tz+ . 

Denoting the splitting between the ground state 7** and 

the first excited states V* and TV* as At , Ham^3l) found 

for weak linear coupling (Ejrj, << Hw) that 
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A, — <o Ij ~ 2, EJ-J-/K to] 

while for strong coupling (EJT >> but no warping) 

(C.4.a) 

A, 9 HwCHw/zE^) (C.^.b) 

Values of A, for linear Jahn-Teller coupling of inter¬ 

mediate strength may be found in the paper by Longuet- 

Higgens et al.^2®^ In Figure 6 A,/lw vs is shown. 

In the limit of weak coupling the excited vibronlc states, 

r, and , are far away in energy from the ground state, 

IV » relative to the size of any perturbation that is 

applied (the dynamic Jahn-Teller region). Considering 

therefore the “isolated" doublet vibronic state, the 

total Hamiltonian is given by the vibronic Hamiltonian of 

Equation (C.l) plus terms involving other dynamic operators, 

W - K ■* V (0.5) 

where 

or - it9 + * (f© U& * Ue) 
(c*6) 

The f *s are functions of the components of the perturbing 

fields (magnetic field, strain) and also additional internal 

degrees of freedom (electronic and nuclear spin) but they 

are independent of the Qe and Q e nearest-neighbor nuclear 

vibrational modes. Thus V* describes the effect that the 

perturbations would have in shifting or splitting the 
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Figure 6. The singlet-doublet splitting (Ai) as a function 

of the.Jahn-Teller energy in the linear coupling 

region in the absence of warping (after Longuet- 

Higgins et al.(28)). For 500 Z EJT Z 3000 and 

150 4 t<*> Z 350 gives 3.81 A, £ 122 (EJT, W, 

and A, in cm“*). 
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electronic energy for the static, perfectly cubic environ¬ 

ment when the Jahn-Teller effects are Ignored. Define now 

and the vlbronic ground state wave functions 

which have the save transformation properties as and 

1(under simultaneous transformation of the electronic 

coordinates and the Q's). Further let U39. , , and 

be operators such that 

<;i&-IK> - <c-7) 

for 

e <y a a 

By defining^3) 

= <3eltt0/je> - <1*1*61 j*> 

and 

T5 i < 3 &IQ>IJ 9 6> 

one has(31) (the Ham Theorem) that 

<y.l <c-9> 

where 

Vj = (c-10) 

Since the Identity in one basis transforms into the 

identity of another basis under a similarity transformation 

one finds, therefore, that the matrix elements of the 
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symmetric term, f^, are unaffected by the Jahn-Teller 

coupling but the terms fg and fe are reduced by the 

reduction factors p and q respectively. These reduction 

factors partially quench the spin-orbit interaction, 

orbital Zeeman Interaction, and strain coupling in the 

dynamic Jahn-Teller limit. 

For small (EJT << p and q are found by 

perturbation theory(31) to be given by 

f =» i - 1 E7T/KOü 

~ i ^ T / X 

while for large (
E
J<J » %**) but no warping 

(C.ll.a) 

(C.ll.b) 

~ O (C.12.a) 

2: i/2. (C,12,b) 

Also whatever the value of so long as only linear 

Jahn-Teller coupling is considered 

Numerical calculations of p and q for intermediate values 

of EJTA.to are shown in Figure 7^
28^. 
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Figure 7. The reduction factors p and q as a function of 

the Jahn-Teller energy In the linear coupling 

regime (after Ham^^), 
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IV. Analysis of Dynamic Jahn-Teller Spectra 

A. Introduction 

The Jahn-Teller effect for doubly degenerate 

electronic ground states Is conventionally split Into 

three catagorlest static, Intermediate (to be discussed), 

and dynamic. Such distinctions are based on differing 

effective Hamiltonian formulations as a result of differing 

coupling strengths between the electronic states and the 

nearest neighbor vibrational modes. For each case the 

ground state of the effective Hamiltonian 1st 

Static effect ——  Triply degenerate ground state 

Intermediate effect — Doubly degenerate ground state 

coupled to a nearby excited 

singlet 

Dynamic effect     Doubly degenerate ground state 

In terms of coupling strengths* 

^EJT^static^ ^EJT^intermediate ^ ^EJT^dynamic 

If EPH techniques are employed can the data be used to 

distinguish among these three cases? The intermediate 

theory will be taken up in Chapter V. For the present 

consider the problem of static vs dynamic EPH spectra. 

The type of spectra originally expected was derived 

In Shen's thesiswhere his projected angular dependence 

curves for 0 symmetry are reproduced in Figure 8. If the 
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<//2> <û°> 

(a) Static limit 

UÏOJ 
planes 
no 
twinning 

ô> 

(111) 
planes 

<1/27 

(b) Dynamic limit 

Figure 8. Angular dependence in various planes for the EPR 
spectrum derived in the (a) static and (b) dynamic 
Jahn-Teller limits. Twinning implies that each 
site has a companion site which is rotated 60° 
about the Hu] axis. 
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hyperflne interaction is important then one would replace 

each single line for example by a two line (I * §) or four 

line (I * % ) group as indicated in Figure 9. The hyperflne 

groups would follow the Zeeman lines and it is possible that 

certain anisotropies associated with the hyperflne line 

spacings could occur, but little else. A striking difference 

is noted in the (111 ) plane of Figure 8 where the static 

effect predicts three lines that are very anlstropic with 

respect to magnetic field direction and which display a 

60° periodicity while the dynamic spectra in the (ill) 

plane has two isotropic lines. In this thesis the dynamic 

spectra for the (ill ) plane have been reanalyzed with the 

result that the dynamic case must also have 60° periodicity 

and can display very anisotropic behavior. Further, the 

dynamic spectral lines as presented by Shen are shown to 

be a limiting case of a more general formulation. 
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(112) Plane , 

Figure 9. Angular dependence in the (112) plane for 

the dynamic Jahn-Teller limit with I = 3/2. 

No hyperfine anisotropy. 
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B. Oft Symmetry 

The effective Hamiltonian for 0^ symmetry as 

derived by group theoretical techniques in Appendix C is 

W = % v UaU* + 

+ i Ma.f U3***5* *'/ïLHK$x-HySy)u6’l + Î‘5Æ, ^B»1^ 

* 1 +1■ S)Up + " ^y^y) 

The above Hamiltonian includes the straint Zeeman, and 

hyperfine interactions, if strain datelines the composition 

of the vibronlc states, while JfZeeman and ^hJveTflne are 

treated as a perturbation which remove the remaining spin 

degeneracies (see Figure 23). The perturbation solution 

to this Hamiltonian is carried out in Appendix D where it 

is assumed that and are not necessarily small 
3» A, 

while I. Therefore a solution is obtained for 

all orders of and l^and to first order in 4,/g4^/f 

For the (ill ) plane the results for both the fr> and h> 

strain split states are (see Appendix D) 

H = 

where 

W 

3? 
- K *r (B.2 ) 

$ “ ^ cùs(.2e + fj* 'vfiPj fa-cos(z&2 (B»3) 
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and 

K - 1 J^0®***^ ~ COsfjJXJZ 

+[l + |li(V3<s*A^ + to$f)]zli+ I*iCcosf **/3 34it^jVl 

+ L/1 tpcûsfflii îhco*f]x?]/'am 
% Ax 

with 

ja ? co 5 e + 4s Jtn ©• , ^ , 
^ i/i ft ( & measured from the 

*.= - ^ W®" + 7| s£rl& f1Ï0I axls) 

n = - VT 5 4 n0, 

If the nuclear spin is zero the result for the Zeeman 

interaction for the !♦> ground state (see Appendix D) is 

g = g, {|- ÏÎ* cos(ze+t)+ iffîlifli- cûslze-zfJl }*z <B«5) 

or, in terms of the funetion f and the parameter A of 

Appendix B 

where 

(B.7 ) to4.{x&4f) + ^p<*t(ae-24V 

A 3 ^1*/ (B.8) 



Notes The function f and parameter A will play a central 

role in the analysis of the angular dependences in 
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this chapter. For this reason plots of the peaks of 

f vs 0 for various values of A have been reproduced 

in this chapter in Figures 8 through 16 (the angle f 

takes on all values from 0 to 2T with equal prob¬ 

ability and, therefore, Figures 8 through 16 are 

plots of the peaks of f vs ®). Appendix B gives a 

detailed study of f. 

The general character of g is seen to be determined by f 

and the parameter A. The g factors (i.e. the peaks of g) 

vs field direction 0 with A * 2,5 is shown in Figure 17. 

From Figures 13 and 14 one sees that dynamic Jahn-Teller 

spectra have characteristics of static Jahn-Teller spectra 

for A'v 2.2 or for II* ~ 1.4l. Figure 17 shows that 

the sprea<f in g is Ag 4 while static Jahn-Teller 

spectra analyzed by several authors have Ag 0.5# thus, 

no ambiguity should arise between the static and dynamic 

limits. Also, it should be pointed out, that the dynamic 

spectra taken to date(35-42) haTe shown 0.01 £ 4? 0.03 

and hence little or no Zeeman anisotropy will be seen. 

We include now the hyperfine interaction with 

%U/a, small (0.01 4 11* £ 0.03) while is arbitrary 

(values as large as £ have been measured for 

Neglecting terms in ^ lb and keeping only terms linear 
3»r 3i 
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f 

+ \ \ © 

A « 8 

Figure 10, 

A = 4 

Figure 11, 

A =.3 

Figure 12. 

A » 2.5 

Figure 13. 
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In but keeping all orders in thers results 

(see Appendix D) for a /♦> ground state in the (111 ) plane 

The anisotropy is again determined by f and the parameter 

A. The character of the absorption vs field direction for 

the hyperfine interaction is seen to be similar to that of 

Equation (B,6) for the Zeeman interaction. One notes that 

the character of the anisotropy is independent of the 

particular hyperfine line (i.e. A does not contain Mj) 

although the magnitude of the anisotropy is proportional 

tO Mr. 
Let us now examine the more general problem and 

include both Zeeman and hyperfine interactions. From 

Equation (B.9) the derivative of H with respect to ^ 

equated to zero is 

H = Ml'* ♦ W] 
(B.9) 

» ° then in terms of f and A of Appendix B 

where 

(B.ll) 



{/ (B,12 ) 

And comparing to the definition of f (Equation (B.2) of 

Appendix B) we see that 

which in contrast to the two previous examples is no longer 

a constant parameter. Since A is a function of the nuclear 

spin, MjV (as well as 0 and $ ) one finds that each 

hyperfine line can exhibit its own characteristic anisotropy. 

A computer generated plot for I * 3/2 using the data from 

Table VIII is shown in Figure 18. From Equation (B.12) the 

roots are solutions to 

By comparing the maximum amplitude of the left hand side 

of Equation (B.14) to the constant A of the function f it 

is possible to determine the approximate anisotropy 

character for each value of These amplitudes are shown 

in Table IX. The case of Mj » 3/2 is seen to compare most 

closely to Figure 11, Mj » i/2 to Figure 8, Mj * -1/2 to 

1 + 2^1 [3-ico 

•» Z S -ity 

(B.14) 
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Figure 12, and Mj * -3/2 to Figure 16» which corresponds 

well to the anisotropies shown in Figure 18. Thus by 

looking at the amplitudes of the derivatives in the (ill) 

plane the general nature of the anisotropies in that plane 

can be inferred. 

Because SrCl£Sc^+ has 1^2r ~ \ we consider the data 

for this system given in Table X^®), Equation (B.12) yields 

y { 1+ ^ ces(a©-zfj]»«.(!© +4) 

=. 2. siivCa© - 

or, approximately 

i4 JtSFjzar-cô3(2&4fj]\'IL{ix&+fi} - 2 sltdx&‘24>) <B*15) 
c A 

Table XI gives the maximum amplitudes of the left hand 

side of the above equation as well as the type of 

anisotropies to be expected. Again using a computer 

generated solution in the (ill ) plane the predicted angular 

dependence is shown in Figure 19» The anisotropies inferred 

by Table XI again agree well with the more exact computer 

predictions• 

Since only the simple isotropic spectra in the 

(ill ) plane was expected most data has been taken in the 

(110) plane where three major crystalographlc directions 

are available. As a result no Mj dependent anisotropies for 

a dynamic Jahn-Teller system in the (ill ) plane have been 
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TABLE VIII. 

= 2 

qg2 = -0.05 
hJ ■* 1/3 cm”1 

= -0.006cm”1 

qAo = -0,012 cm”1 

I = 3/2 

Figure 18. Absorption vs. field direction for parameters 
from Table VIII. The incomplete lines indicate 
that the intensity has fallen to zero for that 
particular field direction. 



TABLE IX. Amplitudes for I = 3/2 and 
data from Table VIII. 

MI A 

3/2 3.84 

1/2 7.52 

** l/2 3.48 

- 3/2 0.61 

TABLE X. Data for SrCl2«Sc^+ 

e± = 1.9531 

qg2 a -0.0W2 

fttf = 0.3 cm“* 

A^ « -0.00627 cm“* 

qA2 = -0.00315 cm""* 
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TABLE XI. Amplitudes of A and the 
corresponding anisotropy 
assignment according to 
Figures 8 through l6. 

Mi A Corresponding 
f Figure. 

7/2 13.3 12 

5/2 15.4 12 

3/2 20.4 12 

1/2 45.2 12 

- 1/2 29.2 12 

- 3/2 4.94 13 

- 5/2 1.26 17 

- 7/2 2.88 14 
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presented in the literature. By choosing systems that 

display a range of values for interesting and 

contrasting spectra should result. Possible systems where 

is known(37.38) arel SrCl2iSc
2+ (ll* 0.5). 

CaP2*Sc
2+ ( ^ 0.37) or BaF2»Sc

2+ ( ii^O.36), and 

SrCl21La
2+ ( Ïâîcz0.l6). 

c 4, 
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C. Cj Symmetry 

Since the cation site of LiNbO^ has symmetry 

let us consider the effective Hamiltonian for symmetry^1 ^ 

as derived in Appendix E 

1» \J + )J -*• il 
* " ^z«r» p4*«w S|»/»n«Vj ^Strzin. 

(C.l) 

where 

Z9.ro F*«IW 
4 s? a; (C.2) 

Strain, (c.3) 

with 

P -V,eyi * V* eX2 2 VHS,y (c.4) 

Q = V, cx^ - vx - 2 eyy ■* Vy Cexx " (c»5) 

Mleeizi 55 3*? V*»a* * 4 4 »*) a/ 

4 4 - S. #,) - H+*3 ) 

* Syf 5*0*- a?+&< AJ + * 3iQHi(s~az-S+Ai) (C.6) 

4 4 3,l(s+tha.z + SuH.<Kj) 

* ‘ f ( S* #4 *Z - 

Appendix E defines the coupling constants and operators for 

the Hamiltonian. H 2ero field 
011(1 ^strain are treated on 
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an equal footing and are assumed to determine the 

composition of the vibronic states, while ^2eeman 

treated as a perturbation which will remove the remaining 

spin degeneracy. The perturbation solution gives (see 

Appendix F) 

+ Si’n.4 $ cosH* * f + Tfa.)] •* *** 3/ 5* A 5 c-oj + 

+ sl*.% Sit? COS(*+f - % I) 

+ */SiaS COS4 I cos(a- 2<f> + 

4jyn.&3&y 5iA? $ cos(2&-f * "Vj -7^ 

(c.7) 

where 

jrt s cos (C.8.a) 

y s JiA 9 (C.8.b) 

& and f are the polar and azimuthal angles respectively in 

spherical coordinates with the cubic till] axis being the 

polar axis and $ being measured from a cubic [lio] axis. 

Further definitions aret 

«* * tan“^Q/Pj the strain parameter which is random 

and can have any value from 0 to 2 77 

with equal probability 

S * tan“*V/A| the relative magnitudes of the strain 

interaction to the zero field splitting 
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V * 2^ + Q2 

G
i “ JïT: * ^ 

\ ■ tan-1g21+1/g2i 

In order to keep the notation similar to that of the previous 

section define 

O* m <P ss azimuthal angle 

<f'= -<* -V* 

r * 4 V* - *i 

s =» X + Vl -*Ÿ3 

therefore 

(f n 4- ya{G^s*VS + VGj co>vi 

+ G£ sina$ cosl’(&,'*$')] + JtivS cosC©''-^/ 

-*HïYiG,G3 sCnS sin* (c.9) 

*HrxGlGtf SUS cosl| COSUé*'*^'-* r; 

4 3 jrn. G-3 G?«J sin.* $ cajfo' 4 2^'-* r 

For large Internal strains V » A giving $2r*T or 
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3X= ^(9,*-*<£; * ïxtG,'4GÏ -iGÎcos'-ie'-f'J 

* avw*g, &i. cosC&W'J* 2i,rto,&, cos<.9'~f'-s) 
(C.10) 

+ 3 ÎT^Gv Gv cos (l &'+ <$* ■* \r) 

+ 3 XK <?? cos (&'”** r 4 s) 

In the cubic (111) plane (c-plane) ^ * 90° Implying that 

ÿ * 1 and n * 0. Since ^ls a random strain variable and 

takes on all values from 0 to 27T, r Is seen to be a phase 

variable only and thus for convenience is set to zero. The 

result is 

w(xe,*^t) (c.il) 

In terms of f and A of Appendix B Equation (C.il) gives 

Az a Gf -*<5¥
l+ 4 2GrtG>vé (C.12) 

where 

5 = c.6ii?e*<() + 

A ~ HG>,G,/&Z 
Again g will display the type of anisotropies 

predicted for f depending on the parameter A. But in 

contrast to the 0^ Zeeman expression (A » 4g^/qg^) one 

(C.13) 
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now has the additional quantity G^/G with which to vary A. 

Equation (C.12) can be written as 

* = o, J" {c'm 

One expects the term associated with the isotropic 

Zeeman interaction» G^, to be ^2, therefore If 2 £ g 2.4 

(a reasonable range In the dynamic Jahn-Teller limit)» both 

G^/G^ and Gg/G^ must be less than one. These criteria can 

be met as well as choosing values for G^, Gg, and G^ such 

that 2 - A 5 3 (the range of A that gives static-looking 

spectra). The quantity g Is plotted In Figure 20 using the 

parameters of Table XII. The g values are seen to have 

a range of 0.3 while the spectrum resembles the static (111) 

plane spectrum. Thus for symmetry in the (111 ) plane a 

difficulty can arise in determining whether the spectra Is 

due to static or dynamic Jahn-Teller effects. Of course In 

the process of fitting some particular experimental data one 

may find that either the static alone or the anisotropic 

dynamic alone is capable of fitting the angular dependence 

of the spectra In detail. Further, by taking data in the 

equivalent cubic (110) and (112) planes the spectra for the 

static and the dynamic limits should be distinguishable. 
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TABLE XII, 

G2 * 0.632 

- 0.1 

Figure 20. g vs. field direction for 
C.3 symmetry. The c plane 
(fill) plane). 
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V. Theory of the Intermediate Jahn-Teller Effect 

A. Introduction 

In this chapter we will analyze the Intermediate 
/kl LO) 

region' ** for 0^ symmetry. We have previously studied! 

1 ) The static Jahn-Teller effect where the warping terms 

are large giving three very deep wells every 120° around the 

trough of the Mexican Hat. If the saddle points are suffi¬ 

ciently high* then overlap of the wave functions can be 

neglected and there will be three stable configurations at 

the bottom of the wells. The problem corresponds to a 

triply degenerate ground state and each state can be 

associated with one of the three equivalent "frozen in" 

distortions of the nearest neighbor nuclei. 

2) The dynamic Jahn-Teller effect where the warping terms 

are entirely neglected. Thus, the trough of the Mexican Hat 

is smooth and the degeneracy of the ground manifold is two¬ 

fold since both clockwise and counterclockwise motion around 

the trough can occur. 

Let us consider now a situation between these two ex¬ 

tremes. That is, consider the problem when the saddle 

points are low enough so that overlap among the three wave 

functions must be considered. This allows for tunneling 

between the three previously "frozen in" distortions and 

hence some movement around the trough can occur. The rate of 

motion around the trough is governed by the overlap of the 



wave functions. This is the intermediate Jahn-Teller effect 

in which the nearest neighbor nuclei have some quantum 

mechanical probability for changing their distortion from 

say a 3z2 - r2 (x2 - y2) to a 3y2 - r2 (z2 - x2). 
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B. The Ground Manifold 

As a starting point assume the overlap, Y, between 

the three ground states, Ifc , is small 

X - <V*i > <* I C i ¥ j) a b 3 

Since y is not zero the original "frozen in" ground states, 

Yt* , are no longer orthogonal and therefore symmetrized, 

orthogonal states composed of linear combinations of Y* 

must be used. The new orthogonal states are 

t,s -*--***> 

fi “ JI + ï ~ ^a) 

= 7éff 
, the Hamiltonian associated with rotation around the 

trough, is composed of a momentum term in 9 and the 

potential energy of the wells. Getting a measure of the 

energy level of each state gives 

<fj Ml <PS> = —JJ j<v,Wly,> ■* <hMK> * <y,MV,> 

+ <7iWl\> ■* } 

Since the three wells are equivalent define 

r* (î *1) 
V a <1,•(#/?,•> 



therefore 
a r + V 
/- y 
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similarly 

~ -T + V 

The energy difference is 

Thus, near the static Jahn-Teller limit ( Ï « J ) the 

ground manifold consists of a doubly degenerate ground state 

<Pi • </t 011(1 an excited singlet with the splitting 

between the singlet and doublet being 3 V. If Y « 0 then 
3 F « 0 and the triply degenerate ground manifold of the 

static Jahn-Teller effect is recaptured. 

O'Brien^0^ has made calculations for strong linear 

Jahn-Teller coupling (EJT ) with the effect of 

warping being a small perturbation. As shown in Figure 21, 

she found that near the dynamic limit an excited accidentally 

degenerate doublet (A^ or A2) is split by the warping and 

that one of the singlets will approach the ground doublet as 

the warping is Increased. In Figure 21 Ç is associated 

with the warping (2 ^ » barrier height) and et is associated 

with the Jahn-Teller coupling (<* (X BJr ). Thus, by 

Increasing ^Vof one is moving toward the static limit. 

As Indicated in the Figure caption either A^ or Ag can 

approach the ground doublet depending on the relative signs 
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of ^ and V^t the linear vibronic coupling parameter defined 

in Equation (III.A.l). As suggested In the introduction of 

Chapter III the properties of the ground manifold will vary 

continuously from the static to the intermediate to the 

dynamic. In the dynamic limit the ground state is a doublet 

with the first excited singlet far away compared to any 

perturbation. While the static limit corresponds to an 

accidentally degenerate triplet system consisting of the 

doublet and a singlet. 
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P = - (±V2P
2 + V3P

3
) 

a = 'ü2/2 p2p 

Figure 21. Relative energies of the lowest vibronic 
energy levels of an orbital doublet electronic 
state in cubic symmetry with strong Jahn-Teller 
coupling (E» *<■•), including the effect of 
warping, asJ6alculated by O'Brien (1964). The 
height of the barrier separating adjacent wells 
is 2 Ip} . The levels are labeled in the figure 
according to the irreducible representation of 
the symmetry group of the cube to which each 
level belongs, the labeling being appropriate to 
the cases (a) V. < 0, p * Q and (b) V > 0, 
P < 0* the labels and kz must be interchanged 
for the cases (c) V. < 0, Q* 0 and (d) > 0, 
P > 0 (Vj is the Jahn-Teller coupling coef¬ 
ficient in Equation III.A.l). 
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C. The Mixing of a Singlet as a Perturbation 

First we consider some aspects of mixing either an 

Aj or Ag singlet Into a doublet ground state when the 

mixing of the singlet Is a small perturbation to the ground 

doubletEquation (IV.B.l) shows the effective 

Hamiltonian for the ground doublet in 0^ symmetry (see 

Appendix C for the derivation). Using the perturbation 

approach as described in Chapter IV. B (Appendix D) gives 

the results 

» strain splitting » ^Veq (C.l) 

where 

e = * e\ 

and the eigenfunctions for the 

)-+ > “ Sin pz l&> ** 

|-> s? cos l&> - 

where 

f = tstC
1 e«/e. 

The solution to the perturbation Hamiltonian for the Zeeman 

and hyperfine Interactions assuming qg^/g^ Is small 

(Appendix D) gives 

3 = 3, 1 coS(©-^; 

(C.2) 

two strain split levels are 

cosfzl
e> (C.3.a) 

Stn<hle> (C.3.b) 

(CA) 

(C .5) 
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where 

'/2 

j = [i~ HLX tC- * n.xJV] (C.6) 

cos & » C3nx~ij/zf *0,7* 

and (l,m,n) are the direction cosines of the magnetic field 

with respect to the cubic axes (x,y,z). For H II [OOl] one 

has f » 1 and © « 0, therefore 

9 55 9, 4 cd,s $ (c,8) 

assuming V > 0 the ground state is (-;> and 

9 a 9, -^3* (c,9) 

Figure 22 shows g vs $ where assuming a uniform distri¬ 

bution of <ÿ the absorption peaks are seen to occur at 

f * 0 and Tf. From Equation (C.3.b) <P « 0 is predom¬ 

inately a J©,> state while <P « is predominately an \€> 

state. Since the absorptions occur at $ ** 0 and 

f * tan"1 e*/e& gives e6 « or the €0 strains 

predominate. To calculate the mixing of the singlet into 

the ground state by e0 strains the following matrices are 

needed (see the coupling coefficients from Table V) 

j UQ 1 m cotfst. (C.lO.a) 

<»A» 1 UQ{ ?. O (C.lO.b) 

<AZ]U9IQ? ~ O 
(C.lO.c) 

<. Aj 6> 2 co# $t. (C.lO.d) 
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Therefore an 1 Af> will mix with a l&> and an )Art;> will 

mix with an , If the singlet Is an A^, qg2/s^ 
> °# 

H (l 1001J then any Intermediate effects that can occur 

must be on the high field side ( state) while the low 

field side will be essentially unaffected. Conversly, If 

the Ag singlet is nearer to the doublet then the low field 

side ((€> state) should mix with the singlet while the high 

field side will be unaffected. Only for the (110) plane are 

the lines predominately either /©> only or / e> only. For 

field directions other than those contained In the (1Ï0) 

plane each line Is a mixture of both states. 



STRAIN EFFECTS 

3= 3i + 'trlJf 3= 
|e> MAGNETIC FIELD /©> 

Figure 22. First order EPR spectra predicted by 
Equation (C.8) for H II [OOl] . (a) shows 
a l+> ground state and (b) shows a f-> 
ground state. 
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D, General Intermediate Considerations 

We now look at the more general case where 3the 

singlet-doublet splitting, can take on any value. Therefore, 

the ground manifold will consist of l&> , , and M|> 

or Mt> • The derivation of the three stae Hamiltonian is 

detailed in Appendix G, Only the strain splitting, 

singlet-doublet splitting, and Zeeman splittings have been 

retained in the following analysis. No large anisotropies 

associated with qgg/gj are considered and hence this analysis 

excludes the discussions of the previous chapter. In what 

follows only two parameters are varied, they are 1 ) the 

singlet-doublet splitting and 2) the average strain splitting 

5 , of the degenerate ground doublet. A schematic energy 

level diagram is shown in Figure 23. 

The eigenvalues for the effective triplet problem 

are shown in Figure 24^^. The lowest level E^ is the 

ground state and is associated with E^ in Figure 23j 

likewise for B9 and E . The dotted lines of Figure 24 c
 3 

indicate the maximum spread of the eigenvalues as the strain 

is distributed (0 1 <P - itf). The energy separation of the 

eigenvalues in the static limit are essentially a constant 

independent of up to a value of 3F/S ~ 0.4. From 

this point on the singlet (A^ or A^ ) rapidly increases in 

separation from the ground doublet. For 3 7*/I £ 10 the 

singlet is well separated from the vibronic ground state and 
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Figure Zk. Eigenvalues (E^ E^t Ej) of the effective 

triplet problem as a function of y* for )f = 35\3* 

and <P « 30° (solid lines). The shaded area 

represents the possible range of energies for 

other values of <p in the range 0 to 27 
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the dynamic limit is approached. 

The solution to the Hamiltonian for a given value of 

the strain parameter, $ , is carried out by finding the 

three roots to the eigenvalue problem and then the root 

corresponding to the desired energy level is used to 

determine the eigenvector. By randomizing the strain 

parameter from 0° to 360° in 2° intervals one has 180 

eigenvalue-eigenvector problems to be solved. Each eigen¬ 

vector is used to calculate a g value. The density of these 

180 g values is then determined by forming a g-value 

histogram. To determine the absorption, the histogram is 

smoothed using a Gaussian function and the derivative of the 

absorption curve is obtained numerically. In addition the 

peaks of the absorption curves are located and the resulting 

angular dependence of the g-values vs field direction Is 

plotted. In summary the data available is 1 ) g-value 

histogram, 2) absorption, 3) derivative line shape, and 

4) angular dependence of the peaks. This information is 

obtained for every 5° of the field direction in the (100), 

(1Ï0), (111), and (112) planes. 

Before presenting the angular dependence data for 

these planes lets again look at the example of H II [00lj 

and point out some of the problems that can be encountered. 

Figure 25 shows the absorption and derivative curves for 

•sr/s « 0.1, 2.5, and 10» H II [OOl] * g < 0» and an I4j> 

lowest excited state. Ve see that the l&> state is 



shifted (see Equations (C.10)) tovkrd higher g-values. This 

is expected since the dynamic limit has (from Figure 22) 

g « g^ - qg2/2 and g « gj +qg2/2 while the dynamic limit has 

(see Appendix I) g = gj - qg2 and g « g^ + qg2/2 ^qg2 ^ 

Therefore as the effect of the singlet increases, the 

spectra should look more static In nature. The work of 

Boatner et al. ^ showed both a shifting and a broadening 

of their spectra. The broadening occurs when the magnitude 

of the strain splitting, S , is distributed in some manner, 

say Gaussian. By distributing 5 one obtains a distribution 

of zr/h and thus the peaks that shift as ZT/% is varied will 

give a broadened appearance when summed. For the case of 

populating only the ground state, E^, a broadening and a 

shifting should occur. In contrast to E^ the direction of 

the i&> state g shift of the first excited state, E , 

depends on ZV/J, Figure 26 summarizes the g-values as a 

function of 3f/$ for both E and E , If one assumes a 
1 ^ ^ 

Boltzmann population of E^ (exp(-S/kT)) then depending on 

1 and tT/i one may see a shifting only ( V * S « constant 

and kT « % ), a broadening only (kT » I and ZV/l > 4.5) 
or both a shifting and a broadening. The origin of the 

difficulties in analyzing the Intermediate limit is the 

indeterminacy of the strain splitting, % , and the 

randomization of the strain parameter,^. One has had to 

l) randomize the strain parameter, <P t 2) give a Gaussian 

line width to the resulting g-value histogram* 3) Gaussian 

distribute the strain splitting, $ , about 5 i and 4) 
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Figure 25, Absorption and derivative curves for 
(a) 3r/* = 10, (b) 3T/$ = 2.5, and 
(c) 3T/S = 0.1. The derivative curves 
have been normalized. 
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Figure 26. I©> state g values of the ground state and 
first^exclted state as a function of "SV/% 
when H U4100?direction. 
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Boltzmann populate E2 (and possibly even E^). The following 

analysis will carry through only steps 1) and 2). 

Admittedly step 3) Is quite Important and Is now In the 

process of being implemented, but for the present we 

consider the available results. 

The ground state angular dependence results are 

presented in Figures 27, 28, 29, and 30^^. In the 

(110) plane both the static and dynamic limit are character¬ 

ized by 2 lines while the (100), (112), and (111) planes 

have 3 lines near the static limit and 2 lines near the 

dynamic limit. Thus the strength of the Jahn-Teller coupling 

is most interesting In one of these latter three planes. 

Also note that as one moves from the static to the dynamic 

limit the center line of a three line spectra fades out, 
O 

This point will be returned to In the analysis of LlNbOyCu . 
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.(ViW 

9, 

(9, ■* i 3 J 
Figure 27. 

ft»- 

V 
(V 

Angular dependence of the EPR transitions in a 
{110} plane for various values of in the 
intermediate region with if = 35.3° (see Appendix H). 
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Figure 30. Angular dependence of the EPR transitions in a 
«111J- plane for various values of in the inter¬ 
mediate region with Y = 35.3°. 6 
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A. Introduction 

As with so many experimental techniques In physics 

the spectrometer Is based on a resonance phenomena. Through 

the detection of some aggregate macroscopic effect one hopes 

to predict an Individual microscopic cause. The paramagnetic 

resonance technique Is useful because it can be used to 

determine the electronic state of a defect, the nature of the 

Interaction between the defect and its surroundings, and the 

symmetry of the defect. This Is not to Imply that the results 

of paramagnetic resonance are clear cut, but generally the 

results will yield to a categorical analysis and hence give 

a better understanding of the composite system (defect + 

neighbors). To particularize the spectrometer measures mag¬ 

netic dipole (Zeeman) transitions. When a paramagnetic 

sample Is placed into an rf field of amplitude of a 

frequency v1 at right angles to which there Is a dc magnetic 

field Hq, magnetic dipole transitions will be induced in the 

neighborhood of the resonance condition 

K*» » 3 
where g is the spectroscopic splitting factor h is Planck's 

constant and £ is the Bohr magneton. As a result of the 

transitions power will be absorbed from the microwave field 

Hj * This power absorption is associated with the imaginary 

part of the rf susceptibility X*, The reflected will also 

experience a phase shift which is associated with the real 
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part of the rf susceptibility *X. The sensitivity of the 

spectrometer is determined by how small a power absorption 

(or phase shift) one is able to detect when going through 

resonance. Before considering the spectrometers in detail 

lets set down some of the basic factors that effect 

spectrometer sensitivity. 
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B. Spectrometer Sensitivity 

Assuming that the cleanest (lowest noise) electronic 

components are used, a major focal point is the combination 

or cavity and detector. One must maximize the absorption 

(cavity design), use the best system between cavity and 

detectors (coupling), and use the best available detection 

techniques (crystal or bolometer). Let us consider the 

problem of maximizing the absorption. The average power 

absorbed per unit volume of a paramagnetic sample is 

so that for a large power absorption one would like a large 

rf magnetic field, H^. Since the transition probability is 

it is usual to place the paramagnetic sample in a microwave 

cavity which enhances H^. The magnification factor or 

quality factor of an unloaded cavity is 

(B.l) 

proportional to the square of the rf field amplitude, 

jte>re.J erter^qj 

Power cUssipzteJ in tkt czvity 

(B.2) 

«Jrity 

(B.3) 
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When tuned to resonance the paramagnetic sample will absorb 

a further amount of power 

p = (B.ty) 

This additional power absorption reduces the cavity Q to 

Q = QQ - AQ and 

Pc* Ps 
or if P_ << P^ then 

s c 

AQ. 

ft 

cavity 

Hmrx <?# 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

where 

*1 s oiviiy hilling factor r 

thus 

Kir 
j. 

\H,
Z
J,Z 

(B.7) 

-1 s HIT It" l Q, (B.8) 

Therefore, if the power dissipated in the cavity is a 

constant one can increase Pg by Increasing QQ and/or 

If the magnetic field distribution within the cavity were 
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uniform X would simply be the ratio, of the sample volume to 

cavity volume, but by placing the sample in a region of 

maximum H^, X may be appreciably greater. Equations (B.7) 

and (B.8) give the impression that the sample size should 

be made as large as possible, but with an Increase in size 

l) the number of paramagnetic centers increase, 2) the Q 

will decrease, and these two factors will have opposite 

effects on the sensitivity (see Equation (B.8)), Peher^^) 

and Poole show that for maximum sensitivity 

Q (wttk sample) santfU) (B.9) 

The exact "best" reduction in Q will depend on the particular 

cavity geometry and mode used but the above relation is a 

useful rule of thumb. Physically an optimum sample size 

occurs because one must also consider the losses associated 

with the electric field, E. When the sample size increases 

by an amount nx, the additional sample is located in a 

? 2 
position of lower and higher E , and therefore contri¬ 

butes less to the signal and more to the losses than the rest 

of the sample. This process of adding more sample should 

continue until a point is reached where the losses predom¬ 

inate, and a further increase in size will lower the 

sensitivity. 

We consider now the proper coupling to the cavity in 

order that the Q changes result in a maximum change in re¬ 

flected power or voltage. Figure 31 shows Feher's^^) 
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results for detector output proportional to Incident power 

and detector output proportional to Incident voltage. 

^P/P Is seen to be a maximum (minimum) at VSWR « 3.75 for the 

overcoupled (undercoupled) limit. AV/V Is a maximum 

(minimum) for VSWH « 1 called critical coupling. Feher also 

points out that the noise that arises from the random 

frequency variations of the microwave source or from the 

random variations of the resonant frequency of the cavity 

(e.g. rising helium bubbles at 4K or just microphonics) is 

where 

AM a frequency deviation from the resonant frequency 

Co of the cavity 

V (y 5 V fi * I) x 

From Figure 31 we see that for square law detectors this 

noise source can be minimized by working in the overcoupled 

region where VSWH > 0. 
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Figure 31. Output versus V.S.W.R. for 

reflection and transmission 

cavity ^. 
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C. Bolometrlc and Crystal Detection 

In the previous section we maximized the output from 

the detector. This will result in a maximum signal to noise 

if the noise is a constant independent of the microwave 

power. In general this is not the case. In this section we 

investigate the signal to noise ratio for bolometers and 

crystals (diodes). 

A bolometer (barretter) consists of a thin piece of 

wire which is heated by the incident microwave radiation. 

As a result of its positive temperature coefficient the 

bolometers resistance is Increased which may then be detected 

A bolometer is ordinarily operated with a modulation freq¬ 

uency of tens or hundreds of Hz because of its long response 

time. Detector noise power is given by 

AN - f* 
(c.i ) 

where 

T » temperature (K) 

k » Boltzmann's constant 

4f = band width in Hz 

t « 1 + P(power)/f v x " modulation 

P «* linear or quadratic function of rf power, P 

« noise temperature 

For bolometers P * 0 hence t = 1 and 

kTaf = Johnson noise 
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Thus a bolometer produces only Johnson noise which Is 

frequency Independent. Feher^^) has analyzed the use of 

bolometers as EPR detectors and his results are summarized 

In Figure 32. We see that for straight detection the 

bolometer is most sensitive when 'v' 20 mW of microwave power 

are Incident on It while the sensitivity for balanced mirer 

detection Is Independent of the power. 

Crystal rectifiers or diodes are most commonly used 

as detectors. For crystals F(power _) may vary from one 
rf 

crystal to the next. Feher has estimated for an X-band 

crystal detector biased into its linear region that 

F ~ 1011P%._Watt"
1-sec"1 

rr 

Thus to minimize this l/f (one-over-f) noise (see Equation 

(C.l)) one usually operates with modulation frequencies 

above 10^ Hz. Figure 33 shows the sensitivity for straight 

detection, balanced mirer detection, and superheterodyne 

detection. 
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Figure 32. The ratio of the minimum detectable rf 

susceptibility to the minimum theoretical 

value vs. microwave power for two different 

bolometer (barretter) schemes. The curves 

correspond to the predicted sensitivity, 

and the vertical lines bracket the 

experimental values # 
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Figure 33. The ratio of the minimum observable rf 

susceptibility to the minimum theoretical 

value vs. the microwave power for three 

crystal detection schemes. The straight 

detection and rf bucking schemes employed 

a modulation frequency of 1 kHz. Hie curves 

correspond to the predicted sensitivity, 

and the vertical lines bracket the exper¬ 
t's) 

imental values J • 
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D. 9 GHz Spectrometer 

The 9 GHZ spectrometer (X-band) as outlined in 

Figure 34 was used to study the spectra of paramagnetic 

defects from 1.3K to room temperature. The microwave 

bridge illustrated in Figure 35 employes a balanced homodyne 

mixer. Monochromatic microwaves are produced by a Varian 

V-153C reflex klystron and the klystron power supply is a 

Hewlett-Packard model 716B. The klystron frequency is locked 

to the resonant cavity or the reference cavity by a Teltronix 

KSLP klystron stabilizer operating at 70 KHz. Microwave 

frequency measurements were made using a Hewlett-Packard 

model X532 wavemeter (accuracy of one part in 10^). The 

bias arm picks off approximately 1 mW of power which may be 

attenuated and phase adjusted for optimum biasing of the 

crystal or bolometer detectors. 

The sample cavity is cylindrical, resonates in a 

TEon mode, and is mounted inside a glass or metal double 

dewar system (Figure 42). The cavity is fabricated from 

OFHC extruded copper tubing and designed for a resonance 

frequency when empty of 9*5 GHz at room temperature. A 

teflon coupling mechanism was used in this experiment and is 

shown in Figure 36, The teflon section is adjustable at 

cryogenic temperatures with the control rod extending through 

the cryostat head. The external control of the teflon tuning 

mechanism allows the cavity coupling to be optimized in situ. 
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Figure 34, EPR spectrometer flow-block diagram. 
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Figure 35. Schematic diagram of the microwave bridge 
in the EPR spectrometer. 
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Figure 36. Cutaway view of the coupler assembly showing 

the reduced section of waveguide with the 

teflon Insert, (b) Screw mechanism used to 

adjust the depth of the teflon insert Inside 

the reduced section. 
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The constant dc magnetic field is supplied by a Varian 

V-FR2800 Mark I power supply driving a Varian V-HF3400 elec» 

tromagnet with 9* diameter pole caps spaced km apart. The 

magnet can be rotated 3^0° about a vertical axis. The mag¬ 

netic field is regulated by the Varian Mark I Fleldial power 

supply utilizing a temperature compensated Hall probe. 

The ac modulation of the dc magnetic field for phase 

sensitive detection is provided by a pair of 11J1 Varian 

coils operating at ^3 KHz. Additional ac modulation of the 

magnetic field is supplied by low frequency, large current 

capacity coils. This set of colls is operated simultaneously 

with the 3KHZ colls at fields much larger than the line width 

of the resonance signal and thus allows oscilloscope display 

of the derivative of the absorption signal. 

As the dc magnetic field is slowly swept it is also 

modulated at some audio frequency f generated as a reference 

signal by a Princeton Applied Research model HR8 phase 

sensitive detector. As a result the power absorbed by the 

paramagnetic ions at resonance is also modulated at fm. This 

modulated change in the power level is then detected at the 

mixer stage of the microwave bridge. The resulting ac signal 

voltage is amplified and compared to the reference signal of 

the phase sensistlve detector. A dc voltage signal is formed 

which is proportional to the derivative of the magnetic 

resonance absorption signal. The derivative signal is then 

displayed on an oxcllloscope or on an x-y recorder chart. 
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The sensitivity of the spectrometer for both the 

Fhilco Ford L4l64A and Microwave Associates MA4623A back 

diodes at room temperature as determined from measurements 

with a standard Varian pitch sample of 3 x 10*^ spins/cm is 

shown in Figures 37 and 38 respectively. 
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No, of spins In cavity 
signal Line width 

Figure 37. Sensitivity of spectrometer with X 
Fhilco Ford L4164A back diodes. 
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Figure 38» Sensitivity of spectrometer with 
Microwave Associates MA4623A back diodesV';‘ 
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E. 35 GHz Spectrometer 

Currently the 9 GHz spectrometer la being converted to 

the dual role of a 9 or 35 GHz spectrometer. All the elec¬ 

tronic circuitry Including the dc magnet and control unit 

of the 9 GHZ spectrometer will also be used for the 35 GHz 

spectrometer. The major changes arei l) pole caps reducing 

the gap separation of the magnet to 1 3/4", 2) a new metal 

cryogenic system having a tail section of 1 3/8" O.D,, 

3) new cavity and coupling system, 4) 35 GHz microwave 

components and klystron, and 5) bolometric detection system. 

Before detailing the above five changes let us consider 

why a Ka band (35 GHz) spectrometer is needed. Prom the 

Zeeman energy expression h*^ » g^H one sees that if the micro- 

wave frequency, V , is increased by a factor of four then the 

separation between Zeeman line is increased by four 

(AH35GHz ** ^AH9GHZ^* Fishes ^9 and 50 of Chapter VII show 

that this spread is needed to resolve the hyperfine lines 

associated with different Zeeman lines. The data Indicates 

that better Zeeman resolution is needed and this can be 

accomplished by increasing the microwave frequency. 

1) Pole Caps 

Absorption of microwave power at 9GHz for LiNbO^iCu 

(see Figures 4?, 48, and 49) occurs for field values between 

2.6 KGauss and 3*1 KGauss. Therefore at 35 GHz absorption 

will occur between 10.4 KGauss and 12,4 KGauss which is out¬ 

side the current limits of the magnet (10.5 KGauss). Pole 
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caps purchased from Varian Associates specifically for 

their E-9 magnet system of diameter 4 3/4" and having a gap 

separation of 1 3/4" gives the required magnetic field. 

2) Cryogenic System 

An Andonian metal dewar system has been chosen because 

of its large ratio of I.D. (working space) to O.D. (gap 

separation). Figure 42 shows the Andonian system which is 

Identical in operation to the system used at X-band but the 

tall section has an O.D. of 1 3/8" and an I.D. of 13/16". 

3) Cavity and Coupling 

A TEQ^3 cylindrical cavity has been chosen since 

1 ) the symmetrical geometry is ideal for magnet rotation and 

2) larger samples may be used without overloading the cavity. 

The design shown in Figure 39 gives a resonance frequency 

when empty of 35 GHz at room temperature. The cavity will 

be fabricated of brass and silver plated. A teflon coupling 

mechanism, to be tuneable in situ, will be used and this is 

shown in Figure 40. 

4) Microwave System 

A balanced mixer homodyne system identical to the 

X-band arrangement of Figure 35 has been built. The klystron 

is an OKI 35Vll and the power supply is an FXR Z815B. Again 

the locking of the klystron to the cavity will be provided by 

a Teltronics KSLP, operating at 70 KHz. Microwave frequency 

measurements are made using a Demomay-Bonardi model 

DBD-720-1 transmission wavemeter (accuracy of one part in 10^1 
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£lec.trîùifly 
itisvlrt**! kales 

Figure 39. 
TEoi3 cylindrical cavity for 35 GHz spectrometer. 
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Figure 40. Teflon coupling mechanism for the 35 GHz cavity 
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5) Detectors 

Bolometric detection Kill be used because a low 

modulation frequency Is required (fm ~ 10^ Hz) to penetrate 

the stainless steel Andonian dewar system. Currently two 

bolometers are being considered, FXR Z222A and Fllmohm 

RWB875-200, A bolometer Is ordinarily biased by passing 

about 8 mA of direct current through It. This Is provided 

by the bias network shown In Figure 4l. The constant 

1 KJ1 resistors protect the bolometers from a short circuit 

and the 200 /xf capacitors protect the preamplifier trans¬ 

former from the dc bias current. 
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Figure 4l. Schematic of the biasing circuit for 

bolometric detection. 
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P. Cryogenics 

There are several reasons for operating the EPR 

spectrometer with the sample at low temperatures* l) to 

minimize vlbronic averaging of Jahn-Teller systems, 2) to 

Insure that the EPR system under observation is predom¬ 

inantly in the ground state, 3) lengthen the T^ relaxation 

rate, 4) reduce vibrational and motional effects of the 

electron-lattice complex, and 5) increase the sensitivity 

of the EPR spectrometer since the cavity Q increases with 

decreasing temperature. 

Low temperatures for the X-band spectrometer are 

provided by either of two similar systems shown in Figure 42. 

One is a set of coaxial silvered glass dewars for operation 

at nearly fixed temperatures. By using liquid nitrogen in 

the outer dewar and a helium exchange gas In the Inner dewar, 

a temperature near 77K is obtained. If liquid helium is 

used In the inner dewar, 4.2K and 1.3& are available by 

varying the vapor pressure over the liquid helium. 

The second cryogenic system for use on the X or 

Ka band EPR spectrometers are two Andonian metallic modular 

dewar systems. The X band metal dewar has a tall O.D. of 

2 and the Ka band metal dewar has a tail O.D. of 1 3/8". 

Both are composed of an inner 7 liter liquid helium dewar 

with a 5 J liter liquid nitrogen outer dewar made of 

stainless steel as shown in Figure 42. Cooling is 

accomplished by opening a throttle valve at the bottom of 



X-band Glass Dewars 

Figure 42. Cryogenic systems for both X and Ka bands. 
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the helium reservoir allowing helium gas, liquid, or both, 

depending on the temperature desired, to flow through a 

capillary tube into the sample chamber. Temperature 

stabilization occurs as the helium flow rate and current to 

a 7.5il heater on the cavity are adjusted until heat 

transfer equilibrium is reached. The temperature at the 

cavity is monitored by a germanium resistance thermometer 

between 1.3K and 2 OK and a platinum resistance thermometer 

for operation above 20K. An additional 20A heater is 

available at the bottom of the sample chamber to boil off 

excess refrigerants and heat the sample chamber for removal 

of cavity and stalk. 
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A. Crystal Symmetry 

The copper doped» single crystals of ferroelectric 

LlNbO^ used In this Investigation were supplied by Isomet, 

Co., Inc., Palisades Park, New Jersey. The samples were 

polled and oriented and had a copper concentration of 0.05#. 

The structure of LiNbO^ has been Investigated by Abrahams 

(48) 
et al . Below the ferroelectric Curie temperature T 
"" c 

erc * 1210°C) the crystal Is rhombohedral with prlmatlve unit 

cell parameters a » 5 «^944Â and ** * 55°52' (a » length of side 

and <* ~ acute angle) and contains 2 formula units. The 

parameters of the hexagonal cell (see Figure 43.b) are a « 

5.1483A and c * 13.863Â and the unit cell contains six 

formula units. The ordering of the atoms along the direction 

of the polar c axis Is shown In Figure 43.a. The LI and Nb 

Ions lie In octahedrally coordinated sites of C^ ( nearly 

C^) symmetry (Figure 44). The sites of the cations In 

their oxygen octahedra are described In Table XIII and shown 

In Figure 44. For comparison the data for LlTaO^ and A12°3 

are also given. As shown In Figure 43.b the b axis is from 

the center to a point bisecting the sides of the hexagon 

while the a axis Is from the center to one of the corners 

(the conventional hexagonal a direction). Each of the LI, 

Nb, and Interstitial sites are twinned by an a-plane 

reflection within the unit rhombohedral cell. 
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Figure 43. (a) Sequence of distorted octahedra along the 
o axis, (b) Idealized contents of a hexagonal 
cell viewed down the c axis, (c) Arrangement 
of the oxygen atoms about the lithium and 
nioMum atoms (^8). 
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TABLE XIII. i Is the angle of rotation of the upper and 
lower oxygen triangles of the octahedron away 
from the o^, planes. R. and R are the ion-oxygen 
distances, x is the distance of the ion from 
the oxygen plane, and D is the separation of the 
oxygen planes (see Figure 44). 

Material Site D X R. R2 1*1 

LlNbO^ Li 2.3105 1.5943 

1 
2.238 2,068 3°49' 

Nb 2.3105 0.8969 1.889 2.112 0°4l ' 

LiTaO^ Li 2.2968 1.6937 2.311 2.0455 3°56’ 

Ta 2.2968 0.9468 1.9082 2.0740 0°38' 

AI2O3 Al 2.16 0.83 1.86 1.97 2°9» 

Figure 44, Diagram of the cation sites. The triangles 

of oxygen ions in the upper and lower planes 

are rotated with respect to each other by (ZT* aï ). 
«9 
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B. Brief Survey of the LlNbO^tCu^* Data 

2+ 
EPR spectra of Cu were observed at approximately 

9 GHz for temperatures of 1.3K to near 135K. Before present¬ 

ing the spectra In detail an outline of the possible 

explanations will be given. When this work was begun It was 

2+ 
hoped that the LlNbO^iCu would exhibit the dynamic Jahn- 

Teller effect and give some new insights Into noncubic, 

symmetry environments. The spectra obtained did not show 

any of the antlcapated dynamic Jahn-Teller features and as a 

result the following possibilities have been analyzed» 

1 ) Static Jahn-Teller Coupling 

The general character of the angular dependence Is 

described by the static Jahn-Teller limit but there are 

some questionable points concerning the exact fitting of the 

data and the line Intensities. 

2) Defect Association 

It Is possible that oxygen atoms are missing at any 

one of the six nearest neighbor sites and an association 

2+ 
occurs between the Cu Ion and the oxygen vacancy. This 

case must be ruled out before the spectra can be attributed 

to a Jahn-Teller effect. The same questions hold here as 

for 1). 

3) "Strange" Dynamic Jahn-Teller Coupling 

This problem was the main topic of Chapter IV where 

the effects of large Zeeman and hyperflne anisotropies were 

studied. The data appears to preclude any form of weak 

coupling, l.e. dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. 
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k) Intermediate Jahn-Teller Effect. 

As more is being learned about the characteristics of 

the intermediate region, it shows good prospects for 

describing the observed data, particularly the line 

intensities. This would be very gratifying as there is no 

complete analysis (a combined experimental and theoretical 

analysis) of the intermediate Jahn-Teller coupling presented 

in the literature. 
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C, Static Jahn-Teller Coupling 

As Indicated In the presentation of the crystal 

structure the cation site is close to symmetry with 

octahedral coordination. If static Jahn-Teller coupling 

were to exist then, due to a static distortion similar to 

those in Figure 5» symmetry would be reduced to 

Cg (a vertical reflection plane that contains the elongated 

or contracted oxygen pair). Of course since the point 

symmetry of the cation Is C^, in the strong coupling limit 

(static distortion) the Cu ion symmetry is C^. The 

effective Hamiltonian solved in Appendix H results in the 

following first order spin Hamiltonian for C symmetry 
s 

—I 
^ r* -* 

where 

g 9 ( 

A - hyj Ajj 
and the tilt angles <* and el* (defined below) are arbitrary. 

To describe the spectra gx Is chosen parallel to the b axis; 

gz Is In the b plane pointing in the general direction of 

an oxygen atom and tilted at an angle * with respect to the 

optic c axis; and g completes the orthogonal set (see Figure 

45). Since a static distortion can occur randomly along any 

one of the three oxygen directions and since every cation 

has a twinned site there are six such g-tensor sets every 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 



110, 

c 

Figure 45. Directional definitions of the g and A vectors. 
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60° about the optic c axis. Similarly, (copper has a 

nuclear spin of 3/2) A , A , A , and ct' are specified as 
x y z 

in Figure 45. 

To fit the experimental data for the strong coupling 

limit several symmetries were triedi 

1) Tetragonal 

g2 « g„ arbitrary 

g = g = g, arbitrary 
Jv» Jr • 

* « 54.7° 

2) "Orthorhombic" 

Sx, gy, and gz arbitrary 
* - 54.7° 

3) Monoclinic (Cg) 

g * gVf gzt and c* arbitrary x y 6 

Only the Cg symmetry was found to fit the data to within 

experimental error. symmetry was not used since the 

accuracy to which the 9 GHz data could be taken did not 

indicate that the lower symmetry Hamiltonian was needed. 

The g-value expressions for various extrema as well 

as the Zeeman angular dependence in the a, b, and c planes 

predicted by the C symmetry spin Hamiltonian are shown in 
s 

Figure 46. The line intensities of the a and c planes are 

all equal while those of the b plane (the only plane in 

which the twinning becomes evident) have a 2 to 1 ratio as 

indicated by the line widths. By using the spectra along the 

a, b, and c axes and also at the minimum in the b plane one 
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Figure 46. Zeeman angular dependence In the a, b, and 

c planes. The vertical axes are In magnetic 

field units. 
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can compute g , g , g , and o( (Appendix J). Similarly, 
y z 

from these same directions one can find A , A , A , and <*' 
Z y Z 

(Appendix J). These eight parameters are summarized In 

Table XIV. With these parameters the full angular dependence 

was calculated for each plane and the results along with the 

EPR spectra are shown in Figures 47, 48, and 49. The 

general characteristics of the spectra are predicted by a 

static Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian. In particular the a plane 

looks quite good in terms of angular dependence, but in terms 

of the line intensities at 40° and 70° from the c axis 

(Figure 50) one sees a discrepancy. As can be seen in this 

Figure even though the resolution of each line Is approx¬ 

imately the same the line intensities are not equal. This 

Is contrary to the predictions of the static Jahn-Teller 

effect and will be returned to under the intermediate 

Jahn-Teller discussion. The angular dependence fit of the 

b and c planes is far less satisfactory. It is possible 

that Improvements will result when symmetry Is Invoked as 

well as second order perturbation theory or when 

"forbidden" hyperfine transitions are Included. 

From these Figures we see a congestion of hyperfine 

lines. As indicated in the experimental sections, a 35 GHz 

spectrometer is being built which will spread the Zeeman 

transitions by approximately a factor of four. Since the 

hyperfine lines will cover essentially the sa/ne AH spread 
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TABLE XIV. LiNbO^ iCu^+ parameters 

sx * 2.091 ± .003 

gy = 2.099 1 .00? 

g = 2.409 t .004 
Z 

A = (33 i 1) x ÎO-4 cm”1 

A ~ (26 + 3) x 10~4 cm"1 
y « 
A = (78 i 2) x 10“ cm"1 

C{ = 50° t 1° 

Ol' BS 490 2 30 
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. 40° from the c axis in the a plane at a 
temperature of 1.4 K. 

Figure 50.a 
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Figure 50.b. 70° from the c axis In the a plane at a 
temperature of 1.4 K. 
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for 35 GHz spectra as for 9 GHz spectra, better resolved 

Zeeman splittings and line shapes should result. 
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D. Defect Association 

As suggested in the Introduction, If an oxygen Ion 

is missing from one of the six nearest neighbor sites, 

the approximate symmetry of the crystal field will be 

reduced to C and the spin Hamiltonian of Equation (C.l) 
s 

would result. A change in the defect ion symmetry of this 

type is not a Jahn-Teller distortion but a defect association. 

The angular dependence would again be that of Figures 47, 

48, and 49 and the parameters of Table XIV would also apply. 

To further test for the underlying mechanism, two additional 

experiments were tried. They are the study of the temperature 

dependence and the application of external stress. 

Temperature Dependence 

When a system exhibits a static Jahn-Teller effect at 

low temperatures there is a possibility of a thermally acti¬ 

vated reorientation from one of the three distorted config¬ 

urations to another. This reorientation may occur because 

the complex absorbs one or more phonons and makes a tran¬ 

sition to one of the excited states in Figure 21 and then 

decays back to the ground state in a different distorted 

configuration from which it started. Or, alternatively, by 

a one or two phonon process within the ground state Itself 

and, with the matrix elements of the tunneling interaction, 

a reorientation can be effected. To see how this reorien¬ 

tation may effect the EFH spectra we examine magnetic 

resonance from a classical view point. Classically the 
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spin S precesses about a static magnetic field HQ at the 

Larmor frequency — 9 P . If the complex has two 

different frequencies of precession, say o>+ and to. with 

^^4 ~ j = 3- £ W. 

and further if the rate of relaxation t between the 

states corresponding to these two processional frequencies 

satisfies 

T?-1 >> I - <*>-} (D.l) 

then before a single precesslonal cycle is complete, the 

complex's rate of precession has changed many times. Thus, 

the precesslonal frequency is neither nor but the 

average of the two if both frequencies are equally probable. 

The switching from Co* to to. can be viewed as corresponding 

in the static limit to a reorientation from say a 

z expansion (compression) of the complex to an x or y 

expansion (compression) of the complex. Figure 51 

plctorlally shows what is expected in terms of absorption. 

One further point is worth considering. If H is in the o 
cubic <111> (c axis) direction the three distorted 

configurations are equivalent and we have * 0, There¬ 

fore from Equation (D.l ) motional narrowing will occur at 

a lower temperature when HQ in near the <111> (c axis) 

direction than say a<110> (b axis) direction. Defect 

association will not give the type of averaged spectra 

described above as this would require oxygen ion mobility 
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(b) 

Figure 51. The effects of rapid, relaxation on two 

anisotropic EPH lines when (a) 't'*1 is much 

less than the separation in frequency between 

the transitions, (b) ‘T"* is equal to the sep¬ 

aration in frequency between the transitions and 

(c) T”* is much greater than the separation in 

frequency between the transitions. 
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which would occur around room temperature or above. Figure 

52 shows the spectra at 1.4K, 108K, 122K, and 133K* Because 

of the density of the absorption lines very little can be 

concluded from the data. It is difficult to infer that 

any broadening has occured let alone find any evidence of 

the averaged spectra. 

External Stress 

In the derivation of the static Jahn-Teller 

Hamiltonian (Equation (1.8) Appendix I) it was presumed 

that the effect of strong coupling on EPH spectra can be 

determined by solving the vibronic Hamiltonian for the most 

probable distortions described by the values of the vibronic 

parameter, © ( © « tan"lQ*/Qe). Thus, for a distortion 

along the 2 axis, 0 * 0» and along the x axis, O » -3- » 

and along the y axis, © * • For static coupling the 

three distortions are equally likely since the depths of the 

wells are the same. When strain is considered a distortion, 

say an x-dlstortion, may be energetically lower (the depth 

of the x distortion well is lower than the y or z 

distortion wells) and hence preferred for a given site. If 

the strain is random each of the three distortions will be 

equally likely when averaged over the entire crystal and 

again on an aggregate basis each well is equally likely. 

By applying external stress which gives an applied strain 

comparable to the internal strains one may give a pre¬ 

ferred distortion in the crystal and as a result some 
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spectral lines will grow in intensity at the expense of 

other lines. If defect association is the mechanism, 

applied strain will not likely cause a change in the 

distortion direction (for example a z axis to an x axis 

distortion) since this would require that an oxygen ion 

move (quantum mechanically tunnel) to the vacancy in the 

site. 

Stress was applied along the a axis at a temperature 

of 1.4K but no changes in the line intensities were 

observed. One possible explanation, other than admitting 

to defect association, is that the internal strains are so 

large that an externally applied stress will not result in 

strains comparable to the internal strains. Hence, there 

would be no population redistribution among the three 

orientations. 

Defect Association Potpourri 

There is yet another way in which one may get a feel 

for the nature of the distortion mechanism (Jahn-Teller or 

defect association). Figure 53»a shows the absorption in 

the dynamic limit. Assuming Gaussian line shapes Figure 

53»t> and 53 show the absorption and resulting derivative 

of the absorption. Line shapes similar to that of Figure 

53are also seen in the intermediate limit as shown in 

Figure 25.b. On the other hand, static Jahn-Teller coupling 

and defect association would have line shapes of a more 

"symmetric" nature as shown in Figure 25,c. This line shape 
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Figure 53. The EPR line shapes predicted in first-order by 
the dynamic theory assuming all values of the 
strain parameter, f, occur with equal probability, 
(a) each transition in the envelope is assumed 
to be a delta function of magnetic field, (b) 
each transition in the envelope is a Gaussian 
function of magnetic field, (c) a first 
derivative presentation of the envelope in 
part (b). 
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analysis must await the 35 GHz spectral data. 

As In the case of the static Jahn-Teller effect, 

defect association should give equal line Intensities, 

Again from Figure 50 we see that the Intensities of the 

center set of lines Is less than the outer most lines, this 

is Inconsistent with defect association. Some caution must 

be exercised though. EPB spectra taken for LiNbO^iCo showed 

some anamolous results concerning the hyperfine intensities 

which may result from large Internal strains. The variance 

in the line intensities observed for cobalt Is not as great 

as that In Figure 50 and appears not to be the total 

explanation. 
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E. Dynamic Jahn-Teller Effect 

Chapter IV gave a thorough analysis of the prospects 

for finding anisotropic, static-looking Jahn-Teller spectra 

in the weak coupling limit (dynamic limit). In that section 

it was shown for cubic symmetry that a large hyperfine an¬ 

isotropy parameter, qAg, would give an anisotropy character 

in the (ill) plane that was Mj dependent. From Figures 47 

and 48 it would appear that the character of each hyperfine 

line is the same. Therefore, the anisotropy in this weak 

coupling limit must be of a Zeeman origin. Consider now 

a Zeeman anisotropy in the c plane. The parameters that give 

Ag ** 0.3 as presented in Figure 20 (the required parameters 

are unique) for C^ symmetry are from Table XII 

°i =2 

G2 = 0.632 

% - 0.1 

In terms of cubic symmetry parameters, G^ is related to the 

isotropic part of the Zeeman interaction, cubic parameter 

g^, while Gg and G^ are related to the anisotropic part, 

cubic parameter g2. Generally in cubic symmetry the isotropic 

coupling, g^, is approximately two orders of magnitude larger 

than the anisotropic coupling, g2. But, from the values 

required of G^, G2, and G^ one sees that G2 cs* ^G^ which is 

physically improbable. In summary, a large hyperfine anisot¬ 

ropy cannot account for the observed c plane spectra and the Cj 

symmetry Zeeman coupling parameters are physically unreason&Le, 
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P. Intermediate Jahn-Teller Effect 

As Indicated neither the static Jahn-Teller effect 

nor defect association are able to account for the observed 

line Intensities especially in the a plane (cubic (112) 

plane). Consider once more Figure 29. We see that the 

static and intermediate angular dependences are very similar 

but the intensities of the center line is decreased In the 

intermediate case. From the experimental data of Figure 50 

we see that it is the central part of the spectrum that has 

the lowered intensity and therefore itis consistent with 

predictions of the intermediate theory. The same discussions 

hold for the (111) plane of Figure 30. Generally as 3r/s 

moves from the static to the dynamic limit (from ~ 0.1 to 

'•v'lO) the central line is seen to fade. The data needs 

better resolution before any further analysis can be 

attempted (see Figure 50). When the 35 GHz spectra become 

available, it is hoped that the intermediate limit will 

predict both the angular dependence as well as the line 

shapes and intensities. 
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G. LlNbO^tAg^* Data 

To further study the Jahn-Teller effect for ions 

In LiNbO^, preliminary work on LiNbO^tAg has begun. The 

silver dopant is introduced into pure LiNbO^ by first vacuum 

depositing a thin film of silver on precut samples and then 

heating the samples in an oxygen atmosphere for approx¬ 

imately five days at 1100 °C. EPS spectra have been taken in 

the b plane only, but no detailed analysis has been attempted. 

Silver, whose nuclear spin is has probably substituted for 

2+ 
one of the cations as Ag and the resultant spectra appear 

2+ 
similar in character to the Cu data. As the diffusion 

techniques are Improved the LiNb0^iAg2+ promises to be a 

good companion study to LiNbO^tCu . 
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VIII. Summary and Plans for Future Work 

The EPB observations of the paramagnetic centers show 

that the copper impurity substitutes predominantly in the 

divalent state, Cu ( [ArJ Jd? configuration). The spectra 

indicate that either strong Jahn-Teller coupling or possibly 

defect association causes the site symmetry to reduce to Cg 

symmetry. Because of anomalies associated with the line 

intensities, the complex appears to have intermediate Jahn- 

Teller features. Further testing of this hypothesis will be 

conducted through EPR studies at 35 GHz. Spectra at 35 GHz 

for the a, b, and c planes will be obtained with particular 

attention given to line intensities and line shapes. Also 

at this higher frequency we will look for evidence of line 

averaging as the temperature is raised. Along with the 

LiNb0^iCu^+ work the analysis of LiNb0^iAg^+ will be con¬ 

tinued. Another defect to be considered is nickel doped 

LiNbO^. Nickel, having a nuclear spin of zero, may exhibit 

the Jahn-Teller effect in its most rudimentary form. 

A search for other crystal systems displaying the 

intermediate Jahn-Teller effect will begin. In particular 

AlgO^iPd^* appears a likely candidate for intermediate 

coupling. This conjecture is based ont 1) AlgOyPt-^*, a 

5d7 ion, exhibits strong coupling^2^, 2) Al20^tNi^
+, a 3d^ 

ion, shows weak coupling3) Al^O^ «Pd^+ is a bd? ion and, 

based on the crude approximation that defect size and 



coupling strength are inversley related, may exhibit 

intermediate coupling. 
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The theoretical work on the intermediate Jahn-Teller 

effect will be continued. The averaging of jr/s for the 

ground state, E^, will be Initiated, Further, Boltzman 

populating and averaging of the first excited state, Eg, 

and possibly the second excited state, Ey into the ground 

state will be studied. To this point hyperfine interactions 

have not been Included in the intermediate theory. Such 

analysis may be necessary for qualitative understanding of 

certain superhyperfine anomalies in CaFgiSc in which 

selective line broadening appears. 

The work on large hyperfine anisotropy parameters may 

provide for interesting problems in the dynamic Jahn-Teller 

limit. Possible crystal systems exhibiting Mj dependent 

spectra were suggested at the end of Section IV. B. Mj 

dependent anisotropies and intensities can be extended into 

at least two other areas 1 1 ) intermediate Jahn-Teller 

coupling and 2) non-Jahn-Teller systems where the line inten¬ 

sities display an dependence (LiNbO^iCo fits this 

catagory). 
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A. The Distortion Modes for Octahedrally Coordinated 

Nearest Neighbor Nuclei 

In accordance with Table VII we define the axial 

distortions along the cubic axes as 

X - x, - xf 
v = y *. - yr 
Z = Z3 ~ 

therefore» Table VZI gives 

Q, = jgix + y -*v 

<0 3 -£=. ( 2 2 - X ~ W 

<?e = {x ~Yj 

solving for xf y, and z 

X = JF <5, •» <?6 - «e/,7 

y - |î «, ■» fl* - 

z - + ft 
Since affects the three axial distortions equally we set 

equal to zero. Using Equations (III.A.2) 

Q0 - pcosB 
<ke * ? 
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gives 

Z3 | f (A.l.a) 

* * ^ e c0s(&- ¥) (A.i.b) 

y =5 Cos(&-» ^5“) (A.l.c) 

We see that a cyclic permutation x-»y-*z-*x can be des¬ 

cribed by successive changes of 2^3 In the angle 

For a vibronic ground state Equation (III.A.b) 

gives 

J-* 9 cos$l&> - S*nÇ/6> 

- coy f U2x-Xx-yz) - (A,2) 

Equations (A.l) and (A.2) will generate the modes and 

corresponding states shown in Figure 5. 



B. Analysis of the Function f 

1^3* 

Whether one analyzes 0^ symmetry with Zeeman split¬ 

tings, 0 symmetry with Zeeman and hyperfine splittings, 
h 

or symmetry with Zeeman splittings a function appears In 

each case having the form 

$ =* ccos(ie-a^) (B.D 

where 

f Is related to the (magnetic field) or 
2 

(effective g-value) 

© = field direction in the (ill ) plane measured 

from a [1Ï0]| axis 

<f «= random strain parameter and takes on all values 

from 0 to 2V with equal probability 

Equation (B.l) depends parametrically on the strain 

parameter f and thus for random strain represents an 

infinity of equations relating f to the field direction © . 

There will be more f's with similar values where f changes 

least with f , therefore, for a given field direction f will 

"stack" (l.e. there will be an absorption peak) where 

df/df = 0. For example If © « 0 then Figure 54 shows 

how f varies with ^ and the resulting derivative of the 

absorption to be expected. The Intensity of the absorption 

depends on f having near-zero slope over a large ÿ Interval. 

EPH absorption will not only be peaked where df/d^> = 0, 

but also at points where the slope of f Is small as shown 
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Figure 5^. f vs,^ for O = 0 and A = The anticapated 

absorption derivative is shown at the right 

(a line width is assumed). 
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In Figure 55» Formally this "missing-root" type of absorp- . 

tlon should cause no problem since as A is further decreased 

an additional root corresponding to the "missing-root" will 

appear. These missing-roots give a continuous transition 

from say, two to three absorption peaks. 

The derivative of f equated to zero gives 

— sln(ZB * <P) + 2s<n(28-a^) (B.2) 

An explicit expression for the roots can be obtained only 

for A =2 since then the two sine functions can be added 

together. Otherwise it is easiest to plot each function 

separately vs ÿ with the crossing points giving the roots. 

Case I (A » 4) 

For A large the amplitude variations of 2sin(2® - 2f) 

will be negligible and hence 

sin(2© + f) * 0 

giving 
<f) w DLT-2&J tn, a Q,J 

or 
h = H 

and, therefore, f will consist of two straight (isotropic) 

(4l ) 
lines. This is the case presented in Shen's Thesis . 

Case II (A > 4) 

For this case there are still only two roots, but now 

the roots are determined by the intercept of 2sin(2© - 2f) 

and As in (2 S + <P ). The resulting f vs ©graph now displays 
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Figure 55. f vs. ^ for ©=15 and A = 2.5, The absorption 

derivative is shown at the right (a line width 

is assumed). 
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f 

A = 8 

Figure 10. 

A = 4 

Figure 11. 

A = 3 

Figure 12. 

A = 2.5 

Figure 13. 
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a 60°periodicity as shown In Figure 10. The line width In 

all of these figures Is representative of the absorption 

Intensity. 

Case III (UA&3) 

This marks the beginning of the possibility of more 

than two roots. As shown in Figure 11 an intensity variation 

is now showing up as well as an increased 60° anisotropy. 

This intensity change does not suddenly occur at A = 4 but is 

a continuous transition from Case I through Case III along 

with the increased anisotropy. We see from Figure 12 that 

this Intensity change is a prelude to a"branching out" and 

thus represents a continuous emergence of some new spectral 

lines. 

Case IV (2 < A < 3) 

In this region one sees the continued growth of the 

new spectral lines at O = 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° (Figure 13). 

The intensities of these new lines will be weak near the limit 

of A « 3 but increase in intensity as the limit of A = 2 

is neared. 

Case V (A » 2) 

For this value of A an analytical solution can be 

obtained for the roots of df/df and put into the original 

expression for f. This approach gives for f, 
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£s = + /? J 

» - 2 tcosze - V5* J iaaej 

Figure 14 shows the resulting curves. For this value of A 

one sees the similarity in character between the static and 

dynamic cases and hence a possible uncertainty in deter¬ 

mining the strength of the Jahn-Teller coupling. This 

question is dealt with in Chapter IV where the 0h and 

symmetries are examined. 

Case VI (A < 2) 

As A is decreased there is a further splitting of the 

spectra into more component parts. Figures 15 and 16 

demonstrate this region. The two line pairs are seen to 

Increase in separation and narrow as A is decreased. 

Case VII (A<< l) 

Here the sin(2©+^) is negligible and hence 

sin(2 O - 2 f) « 0 

or 
2# = ID - HCTT 

giving £ s ~ 

and, therefore, f will consist of two widely separated 

isotropic lines. 
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C, Effective Hamiltonian In 0^ Symmetry 

As shown In Section II.B the electronic ground state, 

after consideration of the crystal field, is a 7]*. Further 

the Hamiltonian will he composed of terms 

if - 3*,$ ■* <1% + + (c.D 

As shown In Section III.C for the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect 

the perturbation Hamiltonian, XT^, can be written as 

v, = },9 - f-ijû.» *fli9U-e* MeJ (c-2) 

We now derive the form of the f's considering strain, Zeeman, 

hyperfine, and quadrupole Interactions. 

Strain Splitting 

The symmetric direct product of ^ and 7^ is 

9 F.J - Vt + 13 7y. Only the Pt and 7^ are 

contained in the vlbronic states Tj & 7j , therefore, 

from Table XV 

n.* e- » h e* * $ ■* = e** * (c-3) 

eo = §i Î * lÿ ey) 

- eti ' {(e»« * (C.4.a) 

r34: ee §î O = t "'W (C.A.b) 
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Equation (C,2) results in 

Uxtriii = v'e<* * tv(eea& * e,U6) 
Since V'e^$ will introduce no splittings this term is 

usually omitted giving 

(c- 

Other Splittings 
-a -A 

Since S, H, and I all transform as 7y , the Zeeman, 

2 
HS# hyperfine, IS, and quadrupole terms, I , can be con¬ 

sidered together. For the Zeeman splittings 7^ (H) ® T^S) 

~ 7} * T*z, +7*3’* Py t but only 7*, and 7j are contained in 

7^ ® 7^ , Hence, from Table XV 

r, ■■ * SrHy ■* 5,//, = S-H (c.6.a) 

r3e= 2StHj-SgHx -Sy Hy = 3 ?•« (C.é.b) 

T^e: I/3(
5
/^ï“ SyHy) 

Therefore 

+ Æ (s„«, - sytt,)ué] 

(C.6.c) 

S-H)u>e 

(c.7) 

Similarly for the hyperfine splittings 
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Jf A.f-S $ -f 1 ^ - f. 

't'fô'O-’x ** 

and for the quadrupole splittings 

if , = 
f**Jr opal* 

♦ t/? &*-J?)Ue1 

Equation (B,i) of Chapter IV includes 

^ ** ^?ee^A/ "* ^Lyp**-$Ue 

Vu* 
(C.8) 

(C.9) 
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D. Perturbation Solution to the 0^ Symmetry Hamiltonian 

The Hamiltonian In 0^ symmetry is 

=. <[V [eeu&-*e€u6] + 

(3TiSf-î'$)tl9 + Ætf'S^TySy) Ue] 

The solution to the strain Hamiltonian 

ttntn. 
= ?vfe, ■*e. «J (D.2) 

gives 

B± * ~€® 3 (D.3) 

and states of 

l+> =* SLK^I&> +■ c»s £ (D.4,a) 

j-> - c®s^/e> — sin.^l€> (D,4.b) 

with 

4> = 13 ic1 Vffp 
(D.5) 

One finds that 

4,il&l$> » 1 (0.6.a) 

<Cil u&}-±> - co*f (0.6.b) 

<tluel±>= snf (D.6.c) 
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and the new first order spin Hamiltonian is given by 

If* = 
=r 4 Ve •* ft'S * A, T'S 

* 4 + 4? tHK$K-HySy) sufj (D.7) 

4 i*3r*5**cas^ 4 & cryfp~ ry sy) siAfJ 

Using the method of Pake and Estle^*) define 

9xx - 3i 4 i 
c<r5^ **l/J (D,8.a) 

9yy " 3, - *3 " '/Ss£h& (D.8.b) 

9» = % * (D-8*c) 

Ax< - A, 1 cas ^ 4 ^3 3/A.^ (D.9.a) 

4?y - 4| i {^44(-
c0S^ - S^A^; (D.9.b) 

A**. - A, * ^Atc©5y (D.9.0) 

with all other off diagonal g's and A's being zero. One may 

write therefore 

■= 4 ^ V& "* £ W * ^ • S + (D.IO) 

^ 4 *4 

Defining $ Il and quantizing along H'$ 

U* = i ?Ve * Sj jL4£l£ 



We define -» , 

I/O -I g - a | U, *y nj * 3 I 

(o * a~
X * u,* a*2’ _L 

» 1-* S,* ** * lyy + * 5Î? J 

157. 

(0.11) 

where (l,m,n) are direction cosines of H with respect to 

the cubic axes. By using Equations (0.8) one finds that 

3 3 3» £ J * s4 n<f 
VI 

+(&)*Li+ *$=* =«W - *.W7} 
*2 

(D.12) 

For the (111 ) plane 

je = £ Coy £ Sin^ (D.13.a) 

M <*^0+ p=r (D.13.b) 

n. = -SA4P (D.13.C) 

where is the magnetic field direction measured from a 

<110> direction, therefore 

3 A*-» = -“«« (D.llf.a) 

v*W‘-*V* siAie (D.i^.b) 

and 

Equation (IV.B.3) 

3 “ 3/ P + ^7'Cos (2£?+^-* y ( ** co5(2e j Z 

for the (111) plane. 
(D.15) 
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Continuing the perturbation solution define 
*4 Zâ Ü4 

S* H H* 3 * A giving to first order 

• *4 * J* ft 
. |W*^*AJcr 
= i 3 ve* <\ f«Sy + ——•’jV 

Defining * 

K_ 

H 
gives 

Equation (IV.B.4) 

K - ^Aiffl* Hi (/? *Uf-cosf)2*[ttl£(.TJ3SUjl- cosfyiXJlx 
J
îi 

n T (v£ ■* c *sf)ft 17 (v5 si*4 4 c o*f)2% "t* 

+ fiî ill-cosi fin 1*1 c«4>7’-n?j,/a 

(0.16) 

The energy, in terms of electronic and nuclear spin, is 

E1 a ±jv« ■» ♦ - ^f*1* (D.17) 

or for S ■ J 

= ÎÎH * 
w 

or 

Equation (IV.B.2) 

u - ii£ - K^i (D.18) 
w~ Jf FT 

Equations (D.12), (D.l6) and (D.18) give a solution for 

all orders of qg£/g^ and qAg/A while to first order in 
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If /+> is the ground state Equation (D.15) 

shows that 

Equation (IV.B.5) 

3 = 3^ )- & cosC2&*4>J +f (&*)*[*- Ct9s(?&-*4JJ]Z (D'19) 

From Equation (D.12) we now determine g for an 

arbitrary field direction when qg2/gj Is small. Expanding 

Equation (D.12) gives 

3, s i 1uiP*%-0*a*f + >/j(je*-.HV>‘'>f7 

Defining 

where 

3 n.*-j = 2i cose 

f = [/-KXA* ■* JI'JV]'2, 

gives 

yftU'--*?) X 2j-sUe 

Therefore g can be written as 

3 ~ 3, 1 ? jzStcos B c-os^ * 
or 

sin & SLA 

Equation (V.C.5) 

3 = 3, 
1
 % Ui 

(D.20) 

(D.21) 

For first order in one ii&3 for a J+> ground 
state from Equation (D.15) that 

1 - 7 [< + ÎÎ? cosine+fj] 
«J 3» *9, (D.22) 



and 

l60. 

À ^ At1* ïp 003<D.23> 
J 3, 9/ 

The above two results are use4 In Equation (IV.B.9). 

Using Equation (D.l6) and neglecting terms In -2Jl but 
“1 

keeping all orders of qAg/A^ gives for the (ill) plane 

K = g, A (w ll + ihmsUf- c.os$) * siAf-cosf)*] 

OSX& + J- si*?& + 5=r si*. &C.0S &2 

XA% 
+ 0][l - iâ*0n s**t + <-*sf) + (J3 sUf* COSfj] 

At « '•i 

x£[coia0t^i/la0--i- fine c.Ose] 

+ [/+ cos j? * i_^L cosxf J X'5’^2‘ 
4» 

Expanding and collecting terms in powers of qAg/A^ results in 

K = 3# A* f + S*1Z& + I SÎ*?G 

+ îp[-cos%e*»sf -j sitfe <.os( 

+ 2 SÏK&c,&i S S i + -if s ir£ & C.ÛS 

*(h±f[ 2£LL2Ji£i(e.,>a*B + $ trtej 

-z Sin© cose sUfeesf * isi‘n*e coo'^j} 

which simplifies to 

/( 2^4'fl- ^1*- Cô3 (2©+</y + c<?5(a©~2^7^(D.24) 

1^2. 
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Since terms in are dropped Equation (D.23) gives 

(D.25) 
± 

V 
Combining Equations (D.18), (0.22), (D.24), and (D.25) 

gives 

Equation (IV.B.9) 

H 3 £[/-> îh. 
23' (D.26) 

- £kAL / I -If* +f(^)*ï2* c#î(îe‘z^}/l 

£ Ai 
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E, Effective Hamiltonian for a Doublet State In Symmetry 

The effective Hamiltonian Is to Include 

J/j * zero-field Hamiltonian 

= strain Hamiltonian 

Mz = Zeeman Hamiltonian 

As seen in Table II a will spilt when 0 symmetry is 

forming like a 77 irreducible representation and one each 

transforming like the and Tj irreducible represen¬ 

tations, To find the form of the operators corresponding 

to these four basis states we use the coupling coefficients 

of Table XVIII, The operators can be expressed as 

But from Table XVIII under the time reversal operator, K 

reduced to into a • Using these as the electronic 

basis states Table XVII shows for symmetry that 

V,- %) » (.A ■* r3) = zr, + r3 (E.l) 

Therefore we have two vibronic operators T] * and 7]" trans- 

H, ■» KUi =£ M3 - «» 

U.t = Ktt, =£> (it = «? 

therefore 



TABLE XVI. Character Table and basis Junctions of the 

Group 

lx 
r2 

^3 

Time 
Inversion K 

a 

b 

b 

Bases 

z or S 
z 

-i(x+iy) or -(S +iS ) x y 
i(x-iy) or (S -is ) ■* 'x y 

a r(R) = P(R) representation real 

b P(R) complex and not equivalent to P(R) 

TABLE XVII. Multiplication Table for the group (8) 

r, r* r, 
r, n r3 r, 

r> r, r\ 
a r» 

TABLE XVIII. Coupling coefficients for the group C, 
(8) 
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I Uy Vz, tCj V3 

UtVj 
(E.3) 

One has from the coupling coefficients of Table XVIII for 

the four orbital operators 

* 
(E.4.a) 

(E.4.b) 

(E.4.c) 

(E.4.d) 

From Table XVI one can see how the spin, S, magnetic 

field, H, and position, R, transform. Table XIX gives a 

summary of the transformation properties. Rows 1-5 of the 

Table are easily understood. Let us demonstrate some of the 

entries In rows six and seven. 

From the multiplication table (Table XVII) one sees 

that a 7^ is generated from and , From 

X = f? Me** *' - ‘ 
From 7$ & Tj 

T; * •• «*> = +*<%' - &J 

- Qyy - CXX •* i t e*y * Gyx) 

~ ^yy " ^xy + 2 * ^-xy 
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For row seven and the column with a 7^ one finds for 

(SH)' = Sj-lH' + iHy)] =- S2H+ 

The other entries are similarly generated. 

Table XX shows the time reversal properties of the 

entries in Table XIX. In formulating a Hamiltonian one must 

be sure that the result is time reversal even, Hermitian, 

and transforms as a TJ , 

The Zero-Field Splitting 

Since S is time reversal odd the only coupled operator 

which transforms like a T, is 

(E*5) 

where A is a real constant. 

The Strain Hamiltonian 

We now find all the strain (T's) operators coupled to 

the vibronic operators (Cl's) that will give the required in¬ 

variance. The result is 

(E.6) 

+ 0-3 + l<eyy~exx)-2i exyl 

tCZyy-ex*) +2Cex>ja.z-[(eyr-exx)-ai exy]az] 

where V^*s are real constants. Defining 

P - V| + V^€XJ — Vj (exx- - Qyy) - 2 Vy Ç*y (E.7.a) 
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TABLE XX. Properties of some operators under time 

reversal and complex conjugation. 

Operator 

aï 
&i 

a3 

H^(or SJL) 

H2(or S2) 

H3(or S ) 

ml, 2, 
Tx(or Tj) 

ml. 2. 
T2(or T2) 

T^ (or T*) 

(SH)*[or (SH)^ 

(SH)®] 

(SHjjtor (SH>2( 

(SH)|] 

(SH) 3 [°r (SH)2, 

<SH>3] 

Representation 

rx 

Cl 
fa 

fà 

rx 

r2 

r3 

fi 
r2 

r3 

rx 

r2 

r3 

Time Reversal 

0-3 

-H1(or-S1) 

-H3(or-S3) 

-H2(or-S2) 

ml/ m2\ (or Tx) 

(or T3) 

• (or T\) 

(SH)*[or (SH) 

(SH) 

“ (SH) 3 [or- (SH) 

(SH) 

** (SH) 2 [°r~ (SH) 

(SH) 

to
 

CJ
 

to
 

fO
 

W
 

W
 U

 
to
 

H
 

W
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3 Vi çX*"Vi e/2 ~2VJ *eyy^ 

then the strain Hamiltonian can be written as 

WT = IP- ■* (P+ 

The Zeeman Interaction 

For the Zeeman terms one couples the HS's to the Ct's 

so that the result Is again Invariant. The result is 

z ^ C 5- 

(E.9) 
+ 5i Ln.^-^a-i) * 9f? VW.4* + *,«*) 

+ i'jj ?^s-at-j+A3; + 3, ?//* (5.<t1 ■*• s4<3; 

+ it az*s. H.at) * i 3? f(i+w+<tz-s.n.a.3) 

where the g^'s are real constants. 

(E.7.b) 

(E.8) 
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P. Perturbation Solution to the Symmetry Hamiltonian 

Assuming the and Mj. splittings are much greater 

than one has for 

»5 = AS,*; 

XT = (.r-c&&j + (*>•*«$Mi 

(see Appendix E for P and Q definitions) the matrix 

/Va >/*k> nt3?t-k> 

OS/<-*.l \ A P - * Q o o 

<4/ < T/j) Q O 

o © -iA P-iQ 

IK'V? 1 0 o P+4# ■iA 

Prom the eigenvalue problem there results 

E = s 4 y-4^1 
(P.l) 

where 

v = -*<?* 
(P.2) 

As seen from the above matrix the eigenfunctions will be 

either 

H> - * t>i Ilf, >1 K> (P.3) 

!**> = h* >!-!$.> (P.4) 
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Operating on I*> and (j> gives 

_ P -iQ 
b; -A4 

li = P"i^ 

^ %4iA 

Defining ^ 

rt t3M $ 
A 

2 tr tZAf cL 
P   

gives for B a ^ <JA
X
 +V* (the upper level) 

% - P-tQ jve'* 
** -4 

jJjhl e= Ctiti fi‘V.5) 
l~oes& * 

similarly 

t (P.6) 

Therefore for the upper level £ s ^ ^W^v^and using 

normalized eigenfunctions (a^ + = cj + dj = 1 ) one obtains 

t *w/z . c «“V'z. I/> ï cflsi e J^>lk>+ Sin‘fe (P.7.a) 

)*> m sUke^l^l^ + c®5| ^h$>h^> (F.7.b) 

The eigenfunctions for the £ a - level can likewise 

be obtained but they are not needed for the present work. 

We now remove the spin degeneracy by Including the 

Zeeman Interaction of Appendix Et Equation (E.9). With the 
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eigenvectors J/> and /2>the following secular equation for 

the eigenvalue E is solved 

O 

EZ
 — I<Ii<u>t>u>)z (p#8) 

This results because 3‘'<tWgU> and <2lMsJi> — 

The following matrices are usefully calculated 

<ilSi a.?ntv,?IH.> = 
1%*,* I Vi,, >!->&>* ~ yz. 

<-*><*« ls.4,+ 1 •»»,,> I ii> = ] 

^KTfj I / 3 “ ^ 

<-il<TfjlSi«!tj.l'Vx>/+ *i> ■* / 
Si a.j| 113>I ?£> = I 

For the diagonal elements 

+ i 5</t *1 *1 (H-**** el#V 
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Introducing the polar angle & measured from the c axis 

(cubic<111> ) and the azimuthal angle measured from the 

b axis (cubic <110> ), then 

H, = Ur = sin&j 

H+ * H t = c-osG) 

Further défine ^ ^ 

%K = 

W* - *****1* 
then 

iy — Â ^3/ I? M * *2, S*aS $i*(,<*>(p«9) 

Using methods similar to the above yields 

a jitCr,pH s^S e-
ur^J 

- £ n.G3(JW 5*^4 
e;c*«w 

(F.10) 

4 YGfçtf 

One finally obtains from Equation (F.8) 

S ^»‘n? («{4^ ^ 

*n.*GÎf*tfV/i¥4 + y*Gj 

4 sik% 4 SiitC*4^- “V, 4 

4»rA.G'j&yç*#*s<A*4 cos*4 s**(a*~f 4Ÿ3-V«^ 

•*JfzGiG'f Cô3
,
4 

(F.ll) 



or for g'3’ r (hv/ptt)X 35 H&X/QXHX there results 

^ - tLx[tf •* <£ 0 + cas* $«2. cosSJJ 

+ *xJb3*«VJ+Gj(** COS*S +2<.o$i) ■+■ G\ sù&l si'ifrL++4,*VxJ 

+ 23fYI GX s lK X s inti* * <P * Va^ 

+ *rn. 0,0, s*4,$ U~C-*S$) sUC* +4> +V*) (P/ 

■* 7.XZG, Gv s£n$U + c6sb) c.«s(<*~z^^V/~7^ 

■^iy/tG3Gv $;/t(2ot-f 

which reduces to Equation (IV.C.7). 



G. Effective Hamiltonian for a Triplet Ground Manifold 

In 0^ Symmetry 

For a ground state composed of a doublet, T*3 , and a 

singlet, say a I|, the only vibronlc operators are those 

contained In (see Table IV) 

(.r,iT,) « (P, -» rj = a r, -* r, * *P3 (G.D 

Thus there will be nine operators with each being rep¬ 

resented by a 3x3 matrix. Two will be Invariants ( Cl,, d,'), 

one will transform like xyz ( d*), and three transform like 

the &, € components of 
uêl,Lu(ju'tl u“2) 

Using the matrix order l&> , le> , and J and the 

coupling coefficients of Table XXI, the operators having the 

proper transformation properties are to within a constant* 

a - A lexei) ~ A |d 1 °) 
1 v « • $/ (o * o \ 

000} 

= C.0&X&I- \ex&i) * c 

u'& » o(-iexei + I6?<él) * 

a‘e = D( )©><&/+ * 
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TABLE XXI. Coupling coefficients for functions which 

transform like the components of the E (f^) 

irreducible representation of the point 

group 0^. 

3 3 
U1 V1 

3 3 
U1 V2 

3 3 
U2 V1 

3 3 
U2 V2 

A, (r.j _1 
0 0 

1 
l l 42 

A2 0 
1 

42 

1 

" 42 
0 

E
(6)

 <re
3] 1 0 0 

1 

42 

E*
g) (r 3] 0 

1 1 
0 

. ^ 42 42 

TABLE XXII. Coupling coefficients for functions which 

transform like the components of the Ag^) 

and E(To) irreducible representations of the 

(8 ) 
point group O' . 

3 
U2V1 

3 
U2V2 

E
(0)

 (r0
3) 0 1 

E(e) (r 3} 
c 

-1 0 
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«e = 

/<* « 1 \ 
£ /©;><!! a £ /® *c\ 

\& a oJ 

- 
Blexil s E (%%*}) 

\6> a oj 

- 

/ a a o 
)=? /1 > <©/ « Z3 ( » « o 

\ t 

u| » 
_ / a 0 o 

Z3 )i><Gl ■* r~ l & a v 
\& t 

In order for the operators to be Hermitian one must choose 

= i 4 ukJ 

therefore the matrices and their respective time reversal 

parities arei 

C V«ft 

ever* 
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«i 

“é 

Mé' 

evzn 

\.d « 0/ 

■'(rA) eVQfJ 

«■(::?) 
v 0 i e / 

even. 

/='( e to) 
v*-£ 0 0/ 

p/( * * n 0 / 
0 JLJt 

When the excited singlet is close to the ground 

state we must define two parameters analogous to p and q as 

defined in Equations (III.C.5) through (III.C.10) but given 

by the matrix elements of U& and U6 between the ground 

doublet andexcited singlet^31)f 

for an singlet or 

for an A2. singlet. 

The invariant Hamiltonian for the vibronic triplet is 

it = i, a,* i/o,' * f fj a4 + ftiie + j-s ut) 

* «é + K * rlie u& ■* i* <0 (G.2) 
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Again the f's are functions of the perturbations (magnetic 

field, strain, electronic spin, nuclear spin, etc.), f^, 

fg, fe, and fc transform like the irreducible representa¬ 

tions 7*, , 7^ and the partners of 7^ respectively. The 

Hamiltonian must be Hermltlan, invariant under all symmetry 

operations of 0. , and Invariant under time reversal. 
h 

Since the only allowed perturbations must transform 

as Pt , 7\ , or P3 (from ( 7*, * 7^ ) & ( P, + P3 )) the pertur¬ 

bations will be the same as those given in Appendix C for 

0^ symmetry. We consider the strain, Zeeman, hyperfine, and 

quadrupole interactions. The convention chosen for the 

coupling constants as well as the form of the perturbation 

operators are shown in Table XXIII. 

We find one new operator listed in Table XXIII called 

the zero-field operator. This operator occurs since in the 

absence of any perturbation there may be a splitting between 

the singlet and doublet states and this splitting is 

described by a or s • 

By wrltting Equation (G.2) in matrix form 
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TABLE XXIII* Operators for 0 symmetry. 

Z T? Q* *1 •t 
STRAIN 

■3 

els*xx+eyy+ezz 
e«=l(3ezz-e1) 

e«“'i-(eix-eyy) 

Wi W. f€ =V2e* 

)ei fi^2% fe=v2ee 

f" «0 f€" «0 

Z E E M A N 
J a 

S-H 
•A «A 

(SH)®*3S2HZ-S H 

fj^g^S'H fe«tg2Ç(SH)® ft=Jg2?(SH)6 

f^Si^(SH)® 

V-° f
4" 

HYP E R F I N E 
A -a 

I'S (IS)®=3IZSZ-I s 
dst^lWVy) 

f^A^-S 
. -* -» 

V^Agds)* 

f^=(A1+AJ)I-S f4*iA^(IS)® fe'=èA^(IS)‘ 

f®* “0 f^ * asO 

Q U A D R U P 0 L Ë 

i2 
(I2)®=3IZ-I

2 

f^QlI2 V=iQ2(l2)* fe'iQjjd2)* 

f^CQj+QJ)!2 f^d2)» 

f'• =0 0 
fs“=o 

Z E R 0 - F i E L D 

*1 

V° 

n-\ 
For all the interactions listed above there are no invariants 
with interactions transforming as T*2, therefore f2 * 0. 
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and using the perturbation operators of Table XXIII the 

desired three-state Hamiltonian can be formulated. 

Finally if an singlet is nearby rather than an 

singlet the proper Hamiltonian is obtained by replacing rf^ 

by r*f6 and rffi by -r'f^. This replacement is a result of 

the operator formulation of the direct product ( Tx * ® 

( )• °ne sees from Table XXII that the Tj operator 

arising from Tz&7j differs from that arising from T] &F3 

in that feXil replaces /©><*/ and replaces /©><»/ 

matrix elements. 
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H, Perturbation Solution to the Three-State Hamiltonian 

The three-state Hamiltonian solution will Include 

strain, zero-field, and Zeeman Interactions only. The 

^strain and ^4ero-fleld determine the vibronlc states while 

^Zeeman *s treated as a perturbation which removes the 

spin degeneracy. For V2 » V£ Equation (G.3) and Table XXIII 

from Appendix G gives 

Strjiix 

(V• îe€ 

II îe« s re€ 

Lre® 
r€6 

(H.l) 

where T5T* =r A| + V,'€:t and the term V^e^, occurring on the 

diagonal was set to zero as it would introduce no new 

splittings. The secular equation is 

- coi f sinY ~ y 

S£AY 

cos<f> cost 

s£nf s«ny 

cosf si/it ~ -j' 

sinf cos & 

6os^ cas y 

Sinf co$t 

$ 

O 

where 

tBA/Y %/Y (H,2,a) 

X2tif r? e«/ee (H,2,b) 

<3 s (€|4 eJJ4 (H,2,c) 

5 ^ (H,2.d) 

$ = 5Vze (H.2.e) 
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By solving the resulting cubic equation for the three 

Figure 24 Is obtained. The eigenfunctions are of the form 

where the (a^, b^, c^) may be obtained for each of the three 

E/s's of Figure 24 and will also depend on the parameters 

IT, f , and $, 

The perturbation Zeeman Hamiltonian of Equation (G.3) 

and Table XXIII from Appendix G gives 

Using first order perturbation theory the matrix element for 

the ith state (li> = -*c;l/>)is 

Putting the expression of Equation (H.4) into the above yields 

|t> = •* ^;/e> ** C;//> (H.3) 

QM) 

■+ 
aihi + b* «* i> 

* 
aLci -f c^<<plj|t> 

(H.5) 

**;?C3*? **-*•*; 

sx V (H.6) 



where 

Ai* (H.7 ,a) 

B; = + r9'] (H.7.b) 

C; - j * b- c- hj'J (H.7.C) 

Or, in orthorhombic form the spin Hamiltonian becomes 

=
 (H.8) 

where 

a Ai •* a«i (H.9.a) 

•3 i *» Ai - 8^ "i Cj (H.9.b) 

*Y 
(H.9.c) 

Appendix D showed that for Hamiltonians of 

that the effective g-value is given by 

the form 

9 * 
(H.10) 

The appropriate expressions for l,m,n in the following 

planes are 

Oîo; (uz; Ci/<; 

J? Si'ne 4 **•«* j? /f COSC&-TU) 

m 0 -Jf sc'n(e-yj -\/| cosCaiTlt) 

n. COJ& cos© è Cô5e 

•ti* è 

CD
 

<4 G> is < ui> <I7ô> 
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I. Electronic Perturbation to the Vlbronlc Ground State In 

the Static Jahn-Teller Limit 

In the static Jahn-Teller limit the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation holds and as a result the vibrational and elec¬ 

tronic wavefunctions can be seperated. Therefore, due to 

the "frozen lnw nature of the vibrational modes the EPS 

spectra can be determined by solving an effective electronic 

perturbation Hamiltonian for the most probable distortions 

described by the parameter 

The effective Hamiltonian representing the pertur- 
2 

bâtions to an E ground state by Zeeman and hyperflne 

Interactions is (see Appendix C) 

_ , „ ^ (i.i) 

Using the vlbronlc ground states of Chapter III Equations 

(A.6) gives 

J 
o 

= 1 CÔSB 

<±IUe l±> = t sùs- 

where 

© 3 13&~l QG/Q (1.2) 
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From first order perturbation theory the spin 

Hamiltonian becomes 

- i H-V
C
OS& (1.3) 

•* V3 Ç*Hx-sYHy)su&] •* A,T‘S 

- ^^3Ti St'î-sïzfso+fi <XiSx-ly SyJ t u e-J 
The spin Hamiltonian can be written as 

UÎ = (1.4) 

•* + A** I** S,, * 

where 

% 1 3iC°S^ (I.5.a) 

<3** 9, » !*• C.O5© - 4 3C4& ■2. "2 
(I.5.b) 

3yy 5i + i* co$ 9?)^ 3XS4^8- (1.5.c) 

ts A, * Al £-©*9 (I.5.d) 

A* 
HJCX 

- A * di C0A9 i ~ (I.5.e 

^lyy A, 5 d* c©$ 9 + ^ (I.5.f) 

The static Jahn- -Teller distortions stabilize the 

distortions for &5Û, £JT, and tt2£. For an elongation a 3 

along the z-aris (£= 0) one obtains 

»S * % < + 1Î ** 5y «y; 

+ Àa “** ^±(£xSx ~Tr$yJ 

(1.6) 
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where 

9Î ~ 9?» “ 9, * 9i (1.7 .a) 

9Î 5 * 9yy * 9, T 9i/a (I.7.b) 

AÏ * 4** - A; i Ax (1.7.c) 

AÎ 
_ A,1 

- /fy* * ~ 4j * 4>/2 (1.7.d) 

Stabilization along &• 3 ^ and H^T merely permutes x, y, z 

and thus produces three equivalent sites. In the exper- 

imental analysis of LlNbO^iCu six sites were necessary 

because of twinning. 

The spin Hamiltonian of Equation (1.4) can be 

written as 

3 Ç (H* £ -s) + S»At 'X (1.8) 

If the symmetry of the site is less than 0. the reduction 
h 

caused by a static Jahn-Teller coupling will give and 

41 of 

0 9y*y 0 

\0 ° 1** 
(1.9) 

/A" ° "xx 
A ^ 

0 *Yy 

tO © 

0 

o 

A, 

(1.10) 
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where the g*s and A's are all unique. Equations (1.8), 

(1.9), and (1.10) yield the spin Hamiltonian In Section 

VII.C. 

One last point. For the static limit we calculate 

the g-values along a ^100> axis. From 

we see that for the three possible B distortions 

Therefore from Equations (1.7.a) and (I.7.b) we have 

This result is used in Section V.D where g2 is replaced 

by qe2« 

% - H * WO, ( % i Jj 
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J. The Evaluation of the g and A Tensor Parameters In the 

Static Limit 

c 

The above diagram shows one of the six sites In 

2+ 
which a Cu Ion Is found. The (xvytz) are the g-value 

component directions and (a,b,c) are the crystal axes. There 

are six such g axis sets located every 60° about the c axis. 

For an arbitrary direction of the magnetic field we need 

the direction cosines of the field with respect to the 

(g »gw#g-) components for each of the six sites. Calling 

the above site the 0° site one findst 

[upper.slgn^ convention) 
\lower sign / 
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1) 0° site 
180Ü site 

Stitol 

O 

COSct 

O 

11 

o 

ces* 

0 

sin* 
Vwl 
/J 

Using a 60° rotation matrix about the c axis 

i & 
* a. 

RtC40*; = |-f 4 
e> 6> 

gives 

2) 60° site 
24O° site 

Sd 

Swot, 

[H+/H- 
Xc(ie>y ty» 

' HJH. 

i ^ sin a 

*i 
StAd 

Using a 120s' rotation matrix about the c axis 

Kc(i*<0 = r 

. i 
2 

V3 
H 

A 
*X 

i 
■X 

’HJH' 

*4/0 

HjJ 

gives 

O 0 
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3) 120° site 
300“ site 

T 

h 

nj 

c plane 

i û CôS< \ j \ 

o il O 1 Kc <1*01 Vtf I 

4 ces*i e> send/ \ Hc>/iïJ 

(Ï £ si*rf * ^ c‘>s<* ' 

? ^ ^ o 

1 5^cos« Si'iil y 

W*/« \ 

^h/Hr I 
fic/ttJ 

In the c plane with Gt the direction of H, measured 

from the b axis (H&/H » sin©, H^/H = cos©) one finds 

0° Site 
180 site 

£ -z ± Gas0 

yyi =r ^ cc$A SÙH& 

n - - si** S in©- 

60° site 
240“ site 

- 7 ^ 1 -i 

*t=r ? i co$* Si* & ? ^ cô** co^ 

M= tiSù/LUsU&± 5 SC4* C6S& 
Sm 2i 

120° site 
3006 site 

Jl * + f S‘/I© Ï i oose- 

in = î^tw*(i*Pï !3c«sKC6je 

n a * 5 Sinot i si/>* c-esB- 
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b plane 

For the b plane with ^measured from the c axis 

(EL/H = cos®, H /H = sin©) there results 
C cl 

0° site 
180° site 

Jl i o 

JH = 7 c â>$ A 3 in & * Si4 «f C & 

H a i sin. A SinB -»• c©S<* C0f9 

60° site 
2*K)Ü site 

X = Ï § 

ft ^ co So< 54 A&* * St* A c a S & 

n a ±£$*44 3 in © -+• C.OSA c &S & 

120° site 
300° site 

Sin, & 

m = i CôS«( sin& -*• ces9 

ft, 5 ?i •+ COStf C0i9 
2» 

a plane 

For the a plane with ©measured from the c axis 

(Hc/H =* cos©, H^/H = sin©) one finds 

0° site 
100° site 

Jl = t sin & 

M a Si'àA c.as& 

A- a ca$A co S © 
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60° site 
240° site 

X * 

+ c©$* sCfi & + 5£M A <©s & 
*2- 

>1. s i ^ •* c&set ce>s& 
120° site 
300w site 

m •= 3 i5 C6S01SÎA& + SÙ«(CdSP X 

n - ~t ^ *4** stA& + c-dfirf <■&*& 

Appendix C shows that the spin Hamiltonian of 

Equation (VII.C.l) gives an effective g-value of 

<3 * 

Using the l,m,n values from the three planes in the 

g expression above gives the results of Figure 46. 

The data shown In Figure $6 may be used to calculate 

the parameters of Table XXV. By using 

= 9/ s 3x 

= 9i 3 3? 

-- 63 
5
 yjsi#*^ -tcot'ufl 

9/ •* si*'* 9* 

there results for gy and cl 
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b plane 

if = 7.ofj* i.00/ 

&//a 

H¥ = 2<WK& 

AH,= Hô.rG 

Figure 56. Field values used to calculate the spin 

2+ 
Hamiltonian parameters for LiNbO »Cu 
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*4 

k 
..rtf,*- ^ 7 ^ 

1
 " -H;»î-H?nîl 

and the g^, gy, gz, and of Table XIV are obtained. 

Since the energy Is given by (Appendix D) 

E 3 3 £ tf Ms 4 K At| 

then S ■* £ gives 

Hi; r: tf * KMj 

where (see Appendix C) 

K - f w^v+ ^^ <f4 

Therefore 

,, „ hdL _ K Mî 

or 

AH = H(Mr* - H tni ^ 

3K/( 

Using algebraic techniques similar to that for the 

g components, it is a simple matter to find A^., Ay, Az, 

and cl' from 

K = 
n 3 

The A^, Ay, Az, and c(' are also listed in Table XIV. 


